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A TOAST TO THE NEW YEAR!
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Merchants ready for last-minute rush
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Lodger I Times Statl Writer
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2 shopping
days to Christmas

MONDAY
December 23
SPORTS:
Second half fizzle
dooms Murray State
Racers in 87-80 loss to
Evansville. Page 10

WORLD
MOSCOW — Hard-liners took
to the streets in Russia Sunday
demanding a return to the old
union, while a violent power
struggle exploded in Georgia.
Page 2

STATE
FRANKFORT — Sen. Pat
McCuiston, the dean of the Kentucky Senate, may have avoided
a challenge from a popular
Hopkinsville councilman when
state legislators redrew district
boundries. Page 2

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Consumer
spending jumped 0.7 percent in
November, the largest increase
in six months, despite a 0.1 percent decline in incomes. Page 2

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy and colder. Low
30 to 35. Northwest wind 10 to
15 mph. Tuesday: Becoming
mostly sunny. Cold with a high
40 to 45. Outlook for Christmas
day: Dry with the high 45 to 50.

Retail stores throughout Murray
are reporting large crowds and big
business as shoppers are counting
down the days until Christmas.
Both K mart and Wal-Mart are
reporting better sales this year than
last season, partly because of electronics and toys.
"The Super Nintendos and Barbie dolls are doing good this year
as well as home electronics," said
Tim Statum, manager of K mart.
Jeff Adams, Wal-Mart assistant
manager, said they are concentrating on being prepared for the rush
of shoppers expected.
He said they have quadrupled

their newspaper ads for the last few
weeks and have also bought more
radio time.
Betty Lawrence, manager of the
Mademoiselle Shop in Murray, said
warm-ups, Christmas sweaters and
jewelry have been her best items.
She said they also marked down
merchandise early.
"We have run ads on both radio
and in the newspaper. We have
also had some markdowns a little
earlier this year," Lawrence said.
Dan Foster, owner of Dan's
men's clothing in Murray, said
shoppers have been waiting for the
store to open for the last few days.
"Last night we stayed open until
7 (p.m.) and were supposed to

Power struggle on
in Soviet Georgia
MOSCOW (AP) — Rebel troops
pummeled Georgia's parliament
with rocket and artillery fire for a
second day today. The president of
the former republic reportedly
offered to share power, but the
opposition demanded that he
resign.
President Zviad Gamsakhurdia,
who is accused of autocratic policies since his election in May, was
reportedly hiding in the parliament's basement.
Late Sunday, he rejected opposition calls for his resignation and an
offer of safe passage out of Georgia, the nation in the Caucasus
Mountains that is the lone holdout
from the country's new
commonwealth.
Tbday, he told the BBC in a telephone interview that the resurgence
of political tensions in his republic
may be linked to the creation of the
commonwealth, but said he could
not say how. "It is not clear," he
said.
He also said he was considering
having Georgia join the body. "I
am not opposed. I am studying this
question," he said.
The violence broke out in Tbilisi, Georgia's capital, on Sunday, the
day 11 former Soviet republics
formed the commonwealth to
replace the former Soviet Union.
Fiercely independent Georgia
refused to join.
Gamsakhurdia also told the British Broadcasting Corp. that he was
prepared to share power with the
opposition, but "they do not want
(that). They want me to resign
simply."
Figures on the death toll varied,

but Mirab Kvitashivili, Georgia's
deputy health minister, said at least
18 people had been killed and 140
wounded.
Gamsakhurdia, a former political
dissident, has seen his power base
erode since his landslide victory in
Georgia's first direct presidential
elections in May. Critics accuse
him of closing down newspapers,
denying the opposition access to
television, refusing to release political prisoners and stifling the Ossetian minority in northern Georgia.
In Moscow, meanwhile, Russian
President Boris Yeltsin met today
with Mikhail S. Gorbachev to discuss the transition of power after
Saturday's formation of the Commonwealth of Independent States,
said Nikolai Portugalov of the
Soviet president's office.
In an apparent reference to Gorbachev's impending resignation,
Portugalov said the two presidents
were discussing "the time of the
event that everyone is expecting."
Gorbachev, who is not expected
to have any role in the new commonwealth, has said he would
make a decision on his political
future after receiving the documents from the meeting.
In Tbilisi, shootings and explosions resumed before dawn today
on the broad Rustaveli Avenue in
front of the Georgian parliament,
the Tass news agency said. It said
the building — already damaged by
Sunday's fighting — was hit by
rockets.
At midday, artillery fire rained
down on the building and all telephones in the center of the city
went dead, Tass said.
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The Reindeer Report
MSU's Breathitt Center pronounces
Santa's reindeer team 'fit and ready'
Results from a pre-flight examination indicate once again that the
reindeer team that pulls the sleigh for Santa Claus is fit and ready for
its annual Christmas Eve journey.
A report released by Murray State University's Breathitt Veterinary
Center (BVC) in Hopkinsville has declared the animals "suitable for
use by Mr. Claus for his annual around-the-world flight."
Dr. Wade Kadel, BVC director, announced that the laboratory for
the 11th consecutive year was selected to do laboratory analyses of
blood, fur and hay samples and nasal swabs submitted by Santa Claus
and Dr. O.L. Elf, a veterinarian at the North Pole Animal Clinic.
He carefully explained that the BVC policy of reporting results only
to the owner and veterinarian "was followed in a general sense because
the public shares ownership of the deer."
Kadel said the specimens arrived at the center Dec. 16 and the report
was mailed to Santa and Elf on Dec. 18.
A summary of data from the pre-flight physical examination of the
nine-deer team indicated that all are healthy and "capable of a worldwide flight with numerous landings and ascents in all types of weather. Dr. Elf was concerned that some of the reindeer may have been
exposed to the influenza virus and therefore submitted samples from
three possible substitute reindeer," Dr. Kadel said. "Our results indicated that the animals sampled are suitable for use by Mr. Claus."
However, the report was inconclusive in explaining the ability of the
animals to fly. It did theorize that "sparkly stuff' found in the hay may
be the agent that will eventually provide the answer to the phenomenon."BVC chemists have worked very quickly with very small quantities of the unstable 'sparkly stuff' in an effort to provide an answer,"
Kadel said. "The 'sparkly stuff did not match any of the known compounds in the computer."
All deer tested negative for bluetongue and grecntail, and only
Rudolph tested positive for rednose. Fur from all the deer was found to
be of "high luster and great insulating capacity," with "qualities to prevent a buildup of water, ice and snow."
A section of the report containing special comments regarding
Rudolph reads as follows:
"All test results for the deer named Rudolph indicated that this deer
is exceptionally strong and has a built-in direction finding ability to
assist Mr. Claus in finding all children throughout this resion."

close at 5 (p.m.)," Foster said.
He said his shoppers are more
concerned about getting quality
merchandise than the lowest prices.
"Your better quality merchandise
is what's selling. We fill the store
with the finest merchandise and
I've had calls for those brands.
Customers buy them as soon as it
comes in," Foster said.
Foster said Murray State University students help keep his business
steady throughout the year.
"Christmas is big business for
the year, but it's not near half for
us because back-to-school and
spring break are big promotions
too. College kids buy every day of
the year and we're located next to
the university. We don't realize

how important the university is for
us. Those kids have mom and dad's
credit cards and they buy every
day. When new stuff comes in,
they want it," Foster said.
"Electronics and tvs are the most
popular things. Toys are also going
really well. The biggest thing we
do is to have what they want in
stock when they want it," Adams
said.
Adams said shoppers there are
buying about the same quantities as
last year.
Statum said their customers are
spending anywhere from the same
amounts to a little more than average. He also said he is seeing an
increase in charge card use.

Statum said November and
December are his biggest months
in terms of sales volume. Adams
said Wal-Mart usually does about
one-third or more of their business
during the Christmas season.
Les Scott, manager of Coast to
Coast Hardware in Murray, said
they reduced their toy prices a couple of weeks ago to boost Christmas business.
"We usually run a big toy sale
about today, but we brought prices
down a couple of weeks ago. We
put a few more clearance items out
earlier. Business declined for a few
days when people started saying
the economy was terrible. It was
cause and effect for a little while,"
Scott said.

0(lonely) Christmas tree

Holiday closings

This Christmas tree on the Murray State campus has its lights burning in celebration of the season, but most of its viewers have left the
campus after last week's final examinations and closing of the residence halls and offices for the Christmas break.

City and county governments,
library and postal services,
newspaper deliveries and garbage pickups will all be affected
by the Christmas holidays
according to the following schedules reported:
Calloway County Courthouse
offices will be closed on Christmas Day, Wednesday, Dec. 25,
and will remain closed until
Dec. 30 (due to Frankfort's
computer system being shut
down during that time). Sheriff's deputies will be on call.
Murray City Hall will close
on Christmas Day.
Calloway County Library
will be closed on Christmas Eve
and Christmas Day.
U.S. Post offices may close
early on Christmas Eve, Tuesday, Dec. 24 if business permits
and will be closed on Christmas
Day. No mail except express
mail will be delivered on Christmas Day.
The Murray Ledger & Times
will close at noon on Christmas
Eve and will remain closed on
Christmas Day. Christmas Eve
newspaper deliveries will he on
an earlier schedule than normal;
there will be no newspaper on
Christmas Day.
Murray Sanitation Dept. customers who usually have their
garbage picked up on Tuesday
or Wednesday should set their
garbage out one day in advance.
There will be no garbage pickup
on Christmas Day.
Emergency personnel such as
Kentucky State Police, county
and city law enforcement officers, county and city fire departments and rescue squads will be
on call as needed in emergency
situations.

Officials identify body of Higgins
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
American and U.N. officials today
identified a body that was dumped
along a -highway over the weekend
as American hostage Lt. Col. William R. Higgins, the director of the
American University Hospital said.
The body, in a casket draped
with the U.S. flag, was driven out
of the hospital's morgue in an
ambulance escorted by two U.S.
Embassy cars. The convoy headed
in the direction of the U.S. Embassy in the east Beirut suburb of
Aukar.
At the United Nations, a spokeswoman for Secretary-General Javiar Perez de Cuellar also said the
body had been confirmed as Higgins'. She said U.N. hostage envoy
Giandomenico Picco confirmed the
identity. The spokeswoman, Nadia
Younes, said she didn't know how
the identification was made.

The Lebanese coroner-general,
Dr. Ahmed Harati, has been
reviewing dental records and other
data in an effort to identify the
body: Harati said today he was reasonably sure it was Higgins, but he
was awaiting further data from the
United States before making a final
identification.
The Organization of the
Oppressed on Earth claimed July
31, 1989, that it hanged Higgins, a
44-year-old Vietnam veteran, in
retaliation for Israel's abduction of
a Shiite Muslim cleric, Sheik
Abdul-Karim Obeid. The group
released a videotape showing a
hanged man and said it was
Higgins.
Higgins, a Marine officer, was
abducted Feb. 17, 1988, while
serving as a U.N. observer.
Since the release of the last
American hostages in Lebanon ear-

lier this month, U.S. and United
Nations officials have been pressing pro-Iranian Shiite Muslim kidnappers to turn over the remains of
Higgins.
Two other Americans — William Buckley, the CIA station chief
in Beirut, and librarian Peter Kilburn — died in captivity. Buckley's body has not been recovered
and also is being sought by the
United States. Kilburn's body was
found east of Beirut in April 1986.
Higgins, of Danville, Ky., was
commanding a 76-member U.N.
observer group monitoring the
Lebanon-Israel border when he was
kidnapped.
The return of the body is another
successful step in the hostage negotiations led by Picco, who has won
the release of all American and
British hostages since August.
Two Germans are still being
held.

Just in the nick oftime
Bush: economy will turn around by election
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush says coping with the ailing economy is "extraordinarily
difficult," but he promises to get it
turned around in the election year
ahead.
Bush, in a televised interview,
said political foes should take no
comfort from his recent slide in the

public opinion polls because it has
gotten his "competitive juices"
flowing.
"I've been underestimated
before and they ought not to underestimate me again because I'm
going to take my case out to the
American people, get this economy
turned around and I'll be ready,"

‘,

Bush told C-SPAN, the cable television industry's public service
channel.
Bush was in a holiday frame of
mind Sunday, inviting reporters
and photographers who accompanied him to church to see the family
Christmas tree in the upstairs living
quarters of the White House
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Consumer spending shows biggest rise in months
WASHINGTON (Al') - Consumer spending jumped 0.7 percent
in November, the largest increase
in six months, despite a 0.1 percent
decline in incomes, the government
said today.
The Commerce Department said
personal consumption totaled $3.95
trillion at a seasonally adjusted
annual rate, up from $3.93 trillion
in October when spending fell a
revised 0.1 perceni The department originally estimated October
spending dropped 0.3 percent.
The November gain was the
largest since an 0.8 percent rise last
May.

Still, most of the advance represented a $19.2 billion increase in
services, rather than in goods. A
spokesman said utilities purchases
represented $6.7 billion of the
increase and medical care, $6.0
billion.
Spending on durable and nondurable goods increased just $6.6
billion.
Consumer spending represents
two-thirds of the nation's economic
activity and thus is necessary to
sustain any economic recovery.
Many analysts questioned whether
consumption could continue to
grow without any increase in

incomes.
The department also said personal incomes totaled $4.88 trillion,
down from $4.89 trillion in October. It was the first decline since a
0.3 percent drop last July.
The Labor Department, in an
earlier sign of falling incomes in
November, had reported that
241,000 jobs were lost that month.
Disposable incomes - incomes
after taxes - fell 0.2 percent after
a 0.3 percent advance in October.
The difference between incomes
and spending meant Americans'
savings rate edged down to 4.7 percent from 5.5 percent a month

earlier.
A key component of the income
category - wages and salaries fell $500 million after falling $5.1
billion the previous month.
The spending and income figures
were not adjusted for inflation.
When adjusted, spending rose 0.4
percent, wiping out a 0.3 percent
loss in October. Disposable incomes fell 0.5 percent after edging up
0.1 percent a month earlier.
Spending on durable goods usually expensive items expected
to last more than three years rose $2.2 billion after falling $6.8
billion in October.

Local News Roundup
RSP ISSUES WEEKLY REPORT
For the week of Dec. 15 to 21 the Kentucky State Police Post I in Mayfield
opened 23 crimnal cases and made 12 criminal arrests. Troopers worked
19 automobile accidents including 1 fatality. The Mayfield post answered
119 complaint calls and arrested 17 DU Is try the week.

KSP INVESTIGATING SHOOTING
The Kentucky State Police is investigating a shooting that occurred at Randal Youngblood's residence near Lynnville in south Graves County Saturday, Dec. 21, at about 5 p.m. According to reports, David Canter was shot
once in the forearm and once in the leg. Warrants have been issued for
David West, 37, of Calloway County for attempted murder and for Billy Brandon, 33, of Calloway County for hindering apprehension. William David
West was arrested and charged with criminal attempt to commit murder.
West turned himself in about 6 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 22 at the Kentucky State
Police Post in Mayfield. West was arrested by Kentucky State Police Sgt.
Dean Hayes and lodged in Graves District Jail. The Kentucky State Police is
continuing their investigation.

Possible opponent's precinct no longer in McCuiston's district
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al')- Sen.
Pat McCuiston, the dean of the
Kentucky Senate, may have avoided a challenge from a popular
Hopkinsville councilman when
state legislators redrew district
boundaries.
At first, the 74-year-old McCuiston said it wasn't his idea to give
up part of his home Christian
County, including the precinct of
councilman Richard Covington.

But after two senators involved in
the matter said McCuiston offered
to give up some precincts, he acknowledged doing so.
Covington said he announced in
August that he planned to challenge McCuiston. Such statements
are usually reported to the Senate
staff, and Covington's residence is
a matter of public record. The staff
member who helped draw the map,
Paris Hopkins, didn't return calls

seeking comment.
McCuiston said that when he
saw the map, he realized that
Covington's precinct had been
removed from his district and
didn't question it. "Somebody
offers to do you a favor unintentionally, you don't interfere with
him particularly," McCuiston said.
The final map was not released
until Dec. 12, the day the session
began, and Covington said he

didn't learn about the change until
Dec. 17, the day after the Senate
passed its redistricting bill. The bill
had yet to pass the House, but each
chamber agrees to approve the
other's map unchanged.
"I think it was an obvious
attempt to avoid any type of credible opposition he may have,"
Covington said. "It's not like it
hasn't happened before."
The last time the Senate redis-

tricted itself, in 1982, it removed
Trigg County from McCuiston's
district. Trigg was then the home
of Tim Futrell, a lawyer who lost
to McCuiston by 207 votes in the
1979 Democratic primary.
That bit of history was noted by
the Hopkinsville newspaper, the
Kentucky New Era, in an editorial
that said McCuiston had caused
"considerable and unforgivable"
political damage to Christian Coun-

ty. Noting that the county had traditionally controlled a Senate seat,
the editorial said the move could
mean that its next senator would
not be from the county.
McCuiston, a retired banker,
wields considerable power as chairman of the Senate Banking and
Insurance Committee and a member of the budget-writing Appropriations and Revenue Committee.

New commonwealth, old fears and hopes
MOSCOW (AP) - Hard-liners
took to the streets in Russia on
Sunday demanding a return to the
old union, while a violent power
struggle exploded in Georgia, the
only republic not to join the new
commonwealth.
At the same time, leaders of the
Commonwealth of Independent
States tried to reassure their people
and the world that the new alliance

Happy Holidays
to You and
Your Family
FROM

of former Soviet republics will be
richer and safer than the defunct
union.
But citizens facing bare store
shelves remained skeptical, and
hard-liners in Moscow and St.
Petersburg carried portraits of
Lenin and Stalin to rally for the old
system.
In Georgia, the only former
Soviet republic that did not join the
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Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

Mayor Bill Cherry
& Staff

753-0489

6th & Main

commonwealth Saturday, rebel militiamen clashed with forces loyal to
President Zviad Gamsakhurdia in
the lastest battle of a 4-month-old
power struggle. Unconfirmed
reports put the death toll as high as
17.
Mikhail S. Gorbachev, the charismatic reformer whose policies led
to collapse of the Communist state,
said he would play a "political and

social" role even after resigning as
president, possibly in a few days.
"I think I will not leave the
world of politics," he told CBS
and Russian television in an interview taped Saturday and aired
Sunday.
But some citizens of the former
Soviet Union, bitter from seven
years of unfulfilled promises, don't
want Gorbachev.

DALLAS (AP)- About 80 people were put up in a motel for the
holidays after being cut off from
their homes by torrential rains that
have claimed at least 13 lives
across Texas. Another five people
remained missing today.
The heavy rains that s ed the
state for five days subSidedr-Sunday, but authorities kept an eye on
the Guadalupe River as it neared

flood stage.
Skies were expected to be partly
cloudy across much of Texas today
and no rain was forecast over the
soggy sections of north, central and
south Texas, said John Cockrell, a
National Weather Service
meteorologist.
'There shouldn't be any rain,
except for possibly some showers
along the Texas Gulf coast,' he
said. "The next chance of rain for
the state would be Wednesday,
Christmas Day."
Storms that dumped more than 9
inches on San Antonio since Wednesday deluged ranch and farmlands, drowning cattle and other
livestock. Many rural roads were
washed out.
Atout 2 inches of rain fell on the
Austin area Sunday and Killeen got
about an inch.
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North Korea ready to sign nuclear safeguards Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience \Inv Otters

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
North Korea today said it intends
to sign nuclear safeguard agreements, but a U.S. congressman who
met with the country's leaders
expressed doubt that it is serious
about halting atomic weapons
development.
The signing of safeguards by the
north would be a first step toward
allowing international inspections
of its suspected nuclear facilities.
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But potentially serious obstacles
remain. The north insisted it will
not sign the accord until the United
States confirms its nuclear arms are
removed from the south — which
Washington has steadfastly refused
to do.
Also, the south said it will
demand clarification of the north's
positions on nuclear weaponry at a
meeting later this month.
"North Korea seems more inter-

ested in avoiding a satisfactory
resolution of the nuclear problem
than in facilitating one," Rep. Stephen J. Solarz, D-N.Y., told a news
conference after visiting North
Korea.
"If the nuclear issue is not resolved," Solarz said, "it could lead to
grave consequences ... . I hope I
am wrong. The clock is ticking.
Time is running out."
Solarz, who chairs the House
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ACQUITTAL IN KAHANE CASE

NEW YORK — Jewish leaders demanded new investigations into Rabbi
Moir Kahane's slaying after a Muslim immigrant who had fled the scene with
a gun was acquitted of killing the anti-Arab extremist. Kahane's son said the
man should die, and right-wing Jewish groups threatened to march on jurors' homes. "Clearly, someone committed a brutal murder, and until those
guilty are brought to justice, the authorities should not rest," said Kenneth
Bialkin, president of the Jewish Community Relations Council. Bialkin, state
Assemblyman Dov Hikind and the Jewish Defense Organization suggested
that federal civil rights charges be filed against El Sayyid Nosair, 36, an
Egyptian-born Muslim who is a U.S. citizen. He was acquitted Saturday of
murder.
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KEEP THOSE CARDS AND LASAGNA COMING
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. — Hundreds of fans and foes have sent cards,
letters, news clippings and even lasagna recipes to the judge who presided
over the William Kennedy Smith rape trial. Some of the fetters to Circuit
Judge Mary Lupo are flattering and some are insulting. But most are congratulatory. "As a lawyer, a citizen who knows how vital the rule of law is to
our society ... and a slightly disconcerted viewer of current conditions, I congratulate you and thank you," wrote New York Gov. Mario Cuomo, who on
Friday bowed out of a run for the presidency. "This is a fan letter," wrote
country singer Eddy Arnold from Brentwood, Tenn. "The thing that impressed me most was the fact that you took control and kept control." There are
Christmas cards, postcards, even a religious card depicting Our Lady of
Guadalupe, whose feast day was observed the day after the verdict acquitting Smith. Another fan expressed more than professional admiration,
describing Lupo as "such a striking, interesting woman of the world." Theodore Bradshaw of Sequim, Wash., was more hostile. "I close this letter by
spitting in your face," he wrote.
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COMPUTER-AGE GERRYMANDERING

WASHINGTON — In Chicago, one newly drawn congressional district is
dubbed "the earmuff." Texas has one that's shaped like a tarantula crawling
over Dallas. A new black-majority district in Virginia reaches out with
thin
tentacles, held together in some places by no more than a riverbed. All
modern versions of the 1812 Massachusetts district that gave rise to are
the
word gerrymander. All are part of the messy decennial process of redrawin
g
America's political map to keep up with population shifts reveaied
by
census. These days, computer wizards stare at oversized color screens the
move census tracts into or out of a district, while a scoreboard keeps and
a running tabulation of the results. Both political parties are out to create districts
more likely to vote their way. With the process about halfway complete
Republicans appear to be making modest gains in the numbers of House,
seats they can hope to capture in the 1992 elections.

MOST STORES OPEN
LATE MONDAY NIGHT

AND NO PAYMENTS UNTIL MARCH!*

WINTER WEATHER WORDS: COLD & WET

WASHINGTON— The National Weather Service's winter forecast — covering December, January and February — calls for cold, wet weather in the
South and milder-than-normal conditions to the north. But "mild" is a relative thing in places like International Falls, Minn., where frigid winter weather is normal. Gold and wet may mean either snowstorms or just more rain
and colder-than-normal weather along the Southeastern coast. For millions
of people, winter arrives with a calendar notice of the solstice, the shortest
day_ of the year, Dec. 22 or 23. This year, the season began at 3:54 a.m.
EST Sunday. Meteorologists count Dec. 1 as the start of winter. They, like
most people, know that weather best determines the season.
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LONDON — Two firebombs went off in London subway trains early today
and officials shut down the entire system for the morning commute. A third
firebomb was found smoldering in an empty British Rail passenger train. No
one was hurt and there was no immediate claim of responsibility, but suspicion fell on the Irish Republican Army, which has been conducting a Christmas firebombing campaign. Today's bombings came exactly a week after a
bomb blew up near Britain's busiest commuter rail junction in south London,
prompting the closure of all British Rail station in London for the morning
rush hour.

The oil-rich monarchies lining the Persian Gulf appear in
no hurry to expand their joint military force less than a year after U.S.-led
forces drove Saddam Hussein's army from Kuwait. The Gulf Cooperation
Council was convening its annual summit today, the alliance's first since the
war. The three-day gathering is being watched as a barometer of any
changes wrought by the war among the six member states — Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain, Oman, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. Top agenda
include beefing up their joint military force from 10,000 to 100,000 men,
financing a $10-billion fund for poorer Arab states and coordinating relations
with Iran. Diplomats say the apparent lesson learned from the war was that
the West's growing reliance on gulf oil meant it could be depended on to
send massive forces in an emergency, that there is no need for troops or
bases that could prove troublesome domestically. Little agreement
emerged from a yearlong round of meetings among ministerial groupshas
on
how the six states, rich from oil but poor in human resources, can build
a
common defense. The United States imports about 10 percent of its daily oil
needs from the gulf, mainly Saudi Arabia, which alone has the excess
capacity to replace shrinking reserves in the West.
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GERMANY RECOGNIZES CROATIA, SLOVENIA

BONN, Germany — Germany today granted official recognition to the
breakaway Yugoslav republics of Croatia and Slovenia. In a statement to
the news media, the Foreign Ministry said the German consul-general in the
Croatian capital of Zagreb, Hans Julius Boldt, would hand over a letter of
recognition later today to Croatian officials. Guenther Seibert, his counterpart in the Slovenian capital, was doing the same in Ljubljana, the ministry
said. Germany is the first major country to announce recognition of Croatia
and Slovenia, which declared their independence on June 25. Thousands of
people have died in fighting in multi-ethnic Croatia since, with Serbdominated federal forces seizing about one-third of the republic. Ethnically
homogeneous Slovenia quickly reached a settlement with the Belgrade government that ended fighting. Government spokesman Dieter Vogel said
Thursday that recognition of Croatia and Slovenia would likely come before
Christmas, as the German government has promised for several months.

subcommittee on Asian and Pacific
affairs, stressed the nuclear issue in
talks with North Korean leader
President Kim II Sung. No U.S.
politician had met with Kim since
Solarz did in 1980.
Kim's hard-line Communist government in Pyongyang is believed
to be on the verge of completing its
first nuclear bomb, although it
insists its nuclear research is not
weapons-related.
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Jones selects odd couple
to lead Natural Resources
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
An Associated Press News Analysis

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. Brereton Jones says they're a team.
More accurately, they could be called an odd couple.
They are Phillip Shepherd and Greg Higdon. the new secretary and
deputy secretary, respectively, of the state Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet.
The announcement of their appointments last week startled the company town that is Frankfort.
Shepherd has the credentials of a card-carrying tree hugger. He has
been involved in some of the most significant environmental and land-use
litigation in recent Kentucky history — from forcing the state to collect
property taxes on unmined coal to trying to stop the largest planned landfill in the state. He has always been on the side of the little guys fighting
big government or big business.
Higdon, while not a polluter, has credentials that place him squarely on
the side of industry on most environmental issues. As a state senator,
including four years as chairman of the Agriculture and Natural Resources
Committee, he was viewed as a lawmaker willing to listen, though he
most often landed opposite the environmentalists.
Jones insisted they are all but etinals at the cabinet. Higdon will even
be named a special assistant to tho governor so he can receive the same
salary as Shepherd. When disagreements come and final decisions have to
be made, Jones said he will, make them.
But the appointments are ilttninating: about Jones, about the role his
wife Libby is playing in his fledgling administration and the clout wielded
by Chief of Staff Diana Taylor.
Jones appears to be trying to have it both ways with the appointments
-- appeasing his environmental constituency with Shepherd while trying
to assuage the fears of industry with Higdon. Sort of a good cop, bad cop
situation. But when all else is laid aside, Shepherd is the secretary and
Higdon the deputy. It could have been done the other way, but was not.
That may indicate the influence of Mrs. Jones, a longtime activist in
environmental and preservation causes. She personally interviewed each
of the candidates for the job at the cabinet and is believed to have been
responsible for eliminating some from the final list.
And Shepherd is close friends with Taylor; he was the best man at her
wedding. Taylor is emerging as first among equals in Jones' inner office.
She has exerted a strong hand over Jones' public appearances and on the
flow of information from the governor's office. ,
The task facing Shepherd-Higdon is a daunting one. The Natural
Resources Cabinet usually has to mediate two positions that are fundamentally opposed. In the final analysis, pollution is antithetical to the
environment. The cabinet must determine how Matr-pollution is acceptable. The answer almost never satisfies one side or the other.
While environmental groups were ecstatic over the Shepherd appointment, others were not. Privately, many business lobbyists moaned about
the appointment, Higdon's role notwithstanding.
But as is typical in state government, such lobbyists were loath to make
any public complaints, acknowledging that they would still have to try to
work with whomever is secretary.
Dan Walton, a Frankfort lawyer who often represents business clients
on some environmental issues, speculated on the problems faced by
Shepherd-Higdon in the mine field of the Natural Resources Cabinet.
"Those boys, they may be like the dog that caught the car," Walton
said.
Still, it is the most courageous appointment of Jones' brief term even
though there are serious questions about whether two people can really
coexist peacefully while trying to run one agency.
If there was one universal sentiment stemming from the announcement.
it was that this is an experiment that will have to be watched closely.

WASHINGTON — Shortly after
Congress adjourned last month, the
Hon. Robert E. Petersen, superintendent of the Senate Press Gallery,
posted the Senate's calendar for
1992. As the joke du jour, it
prompted a good deal of hilarity
among the few ink-stained wretches still around.
It appears that the Senate will
reconvene at 11:55 a.m. on Friday,
Jan. 3, to commence the second
session of the 102nd Congress.
This is an inside joke, because the
Senate will not really reconvene at
all. Majority leader George Mitchell will extend season's greetings
to anyone who happens to show up.
There may be one or two brief
statements. Wishes for a Happy
New Year will be cheerily
exchanged.
Such strenous labor will leave
the Senate exhausted. Members
will be in a state of total fatigue.
As a humane gesture, Sen. Mitchell
therefore will move that the Senate
stand in recess until Tuesday, Jan.
21. Without objection the motion
will pass, and the weary statesmen
will retire to their lodgings or to
the nearest bar.
So begins the second session.
Picking up on Jan. 21, after hearing
the president's State of the Union
address, the Senate will plunge into
a period of furious labor. This will
last for three whole weeks, through
Feb. 7. Once more exhausted, the
senators will recess until Feb. 18.

and night. Bills rolled to passage
without debate and without a rollcall vote. Not one member of either
chamber could give a full, coherent
account of what became law. It
will be months before we learn
what goodies were concealed in the
most innocuous bills.
A bill floated to the floor to
designate an offshore area of Texas
and Louisiana the "Flower Garden
Banks Marine Sanctuary." By the
time it passed, the bill prohibited
gambling on cruise ships in the
Hawaiian Islands. There was a bill
to remove asbestos from an Indian
school in Arizona. Another measure provides commemorative gold
and silver coins honoring the Bill
of Rights. The House marked
Basketball Centennial Day on Dec.
21. Both houses agreed on a bill to
settle water rights claims of the
San Carlos Apache Tribe.

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW
•

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
Back they come! Their batteries
have been recharged! The juices of
spring are flowing! Thus reinvigorated, the Senate will labor.through
March 6. Alas, the labors will
prove more than senators can bear.
They will take another 10-day
recess.
You get the idea. The Senate
will take two weeks' vacation at
Easter, another few days at the end
of May, and a further period of rest
and relaxation from July 3 to July
20. Once again recharged, members
will return to Washington just long
enough to reconvene on July 21
before closing up shop in early
August for a month. In October,
wrung out and done it, they will
adjourn for good. They will then
campaign for re-election. Nearly all
of them will win.
Preposterous? Of course it's preposterous. During the first session
of the 102nd Congress, the Senate
was in session only 157 days, the
House only 153. Members introduced 7,640 bills and resolutions,
some of them of an unbelievable
frivolity. The good news is that

only 166 public bills were enacted
into law. For this labor members
are paid $125,100 a year, plus
perquisites.
It will be said — I can hear it
being said now — that the legislative burden ought not to be calculated in hours and minutes actually
in session. Most of the work is
done in committee. Members and
their staffs work 10- to 12-hour
days, just answering constituents'
demands. Vacations are not really
vacations; they are "home work
periods."
All right, all right. If an incumbent member of the House faces
opposition, fully one-third of his
time will be spent, directly or indirectly, in fund raising. Senators
have it a little easier, but not much.
Both chambers schedule their work
with such irresponsible indifference
that annually we witness the spectacle of last-minute sessions that
run until dawn.
In the week preceding adjournments on Nov. 27, the Senate filled
1,800 pages of the Congressional
Record. The chambers met by day

Responsible legislators would
have disposed of such anytime-bills
weeks ago, but congressional irresponsibility is boundless. The 1992
schedule is a bad joke, but an even
funnier one is circulating. Senate
and House committees are holding
hearins on congressional reform.
Wow! There is talk of abolishing
some of the 301 committees.
There's a real knee-slapper for
your. And- cutting staff!
Reform Congress? You couldn't
ask for a better laugh in 10 weeks
of "Saturday Night Live."
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The Donald, Marla are goodfor the country

Stanley the mover and his wife
were the liveliest couple in the neighborhood. It wouldn't be a weekend if
they didn't have a public brawl.
In summer, when the windows
were open, their angry voices would
carry from their flat to the next
By STEVEN KOMAROW
precinct Then Stanley would storm
An Associated Press News Analysis
out the door and head for the corner
WASHINGTON — The lobbyists cut back on their gifts this less-merry
tavern, where he would tell everyone
Capitol Christmas. So why did Santa Claus get frisked?
what a miserable shrew she was.
The home of Congress stands apart from national economic trends.
A few minutes later, she'd come in
While House and Senate members may hear about it back home, at their
the same tavern, sit at the other end of
workplace there are no threats of layoffs, fears of Japanese competition or
the bar and tell everyone what a
other signs of recession.
worthless lout he was.
The vibration from equipment rattles through the Capitol as renovations
The other customers would join in.
continue, including installation of marble floors in the elevators. The
offering advice, debating the issues
latest-model luxury cars are still parked outside.
and urging Stanley to buy a round.
But reminders of the outside world creep in nonetheless.
It seldom got out of hand, although
Like many small businesses, congressional offices are accustomed to
Stanley's wife once threw a hardgetting little gifts during the holiday season from their regular customers
boiled egg at him. Stanley was re— in their case, mostly lobbyists.
strained before he could throw a link
This year the usual flood of booze, chocolate, and other goodies has
of pepperoni back at her.
slowed dramatically, according to an informal survey.
But the evenings always ended
"It's booze and chocolate and calendars. A couple less aren't going to
with Stanley boozily apologizing for
hurt," sighed one top staffer.
being a lout and his wife vowing not
Oh, the Teamsters delivered their Pendleton wool blankets and
nag him anymore. Then they would
to
Anheuser-Busch its porcelain eagles. But those clever little gifts that
leave, and her voice could be heard
trumpeted the names of interest groups are harder to find.
until they slammed their front door.
The members themselves often buy edibles from their home districts to
Stanley and his wife served a useful
distribute around to colleagues' offices.
function. They gave peocommunity
House Democratic Whip David Bonior passed out boxes of dried
to talk about. This was
ple
something
Michigan cherries, and Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., again imported from
before television, so there were no
Racine those oh-so-fattening Danish kringles.
sports events to rehash, no family
• • • •
sitcomc to relive. But there was the
One of the Santas who made the trip up Capitol Hill was given a lesson
latest squabble between Stanley and
in the ways of a fearful world.
his wife.
He came upon the entrance of the Rayburn House Office Building in
And now the nation has Donald
full regalia, and dutifully dumped his goody bag onto the conveyor belt to
and Marla Maples, and we
Trump
carry it through the X-ray machine.
be
grateful for them.
should
He then squeezed through the metal detector but set off the beeper and
Browsing through the news wires
lights.
the other day. I was becoming deDumping out keys and other metals from his pockets (Do reindeer have
pressed. The economy is sagging,
ignition switches? Or had he just locked the sled's trunk to discourage
with leading indicators down, up or
pilferage?) and tried again.
wherever they shouldn't be; AIDS on
But he still couldn't get through without setting off alarms.
rise; public confidence down;
the
So, like any other visitor, jolly old Santa submitted to the indignity of a
on the rise; the U.S. in decline:
Japan
policeman
Capitol
a
let
he
air,
in
the
arms
criminal. Standing with his
births on the rim new
ilkgitinute
frisk him with au electronic wad so he could continue on his rounds.

Washington Today

Economic woes cut gifts to Congress

I
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jobs in decline.
Then I brightened. There was the
latest story about The Donald and the
lovely Marla.
They had gone to one of Washington's fanciest hotels to disco, which is
what a tycoon does. I suppose, when
his empire is falling apart. Had there
been discos in Nero's day,I doubt if he
would have bothered with his fiddle.
And there,in the lobby of the hotel,
The Donald and Marla had another
spat
As you've probably noticed, they
spat regularly. Maybe it is their diet
Lots orbran or something.
They began spatting even before
The Donald was divorced from the
beautiful Ivana. In fact, the beautiful
Ivana and the lovely Marla had some
sort of spat on the ski slopes while
Nana and The Donald were married,
but he was playing around with the
lovely Marla. Or maybe it was Ivana
and The Donald who spatted on the

ski slopes. Sometimes I lose track.
But the recent spat was one of their
finest According-to witnesses (The
Donald and Marla hate to waste their
spats by having them in private).
Marla took off her spike-heeled shoes
and threw them at The Donald.
Then she yanked off her engagement ring, a bold rock worth about
$250,000, and threw that at The
Donald, too.
And before storming out of the
hotel, she shouted: "I'll never marry
you. I don't care how much money
you make."
The Donald is reported to have
chased after her. But being a prudent
fellow, he returned and asked the
hotel's night manager what happened
to the ring. Since it was a classy joint,
the staff had picked up the ring and the
shoes. And he didn't even have to
show his driver's license to get them
back.
There was no further information
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as to whether The Donald persuaded
the lovely Marla to keep the ring. Or
the shoes. Given a choice, she would
probably take the ring and throw away
the shoes. She seems to be a clever
young lady.
But it doesn't matter. What matters
is that they did something. When the
news was bleak, the mood of the
nation low, The Donald and Marla
came through, as we've learned to
expect
Within days, maybe hours, we will
be told that she is again wearing his
ring and new shoes and they are
madly in love. Or maybe she will be
madly in love with a tennis player,and
The Donald will be madly in love with
a 19-year-old Manhattan model. Then
the Donald and Marla will reveal that
it was all a misunderstanding and they
are madly in love again.
We need people like them. Especially The Donald. Not a lot, of
course. One or two is enough.
He has become sort of The National
Goofball. And he's darned good at it
What would the average guy do if
his wife caught him playing around
and took him for a fortune in divorce
court and his business collapsed and
he owed the banks a fortune? The
average guy would put his head
between his hands and moan.
Not the National Goofball. In the
midst of all that chaos, he goes on
"Larry King Live" and cooly offers
advice to the nation on how it can
once again achieve economic and
social stability. If the show hadn't run
out of time, he might have offered his
services as a marriage counselor.
There are goofballs and goofballs.
But Trump is the best.
So I hope the lovely Marla reconsiders. With winter here, she doesn't
want to be running around in her bare
feet.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Farm Bureau award

Drawing the line on wetlands control
Farmers must "draw the line"
against punitive environmental policies, according to a top Kentucky
farm leader, or risk having every
mud puddle in America regulated
by some government agency.
Kentucky Farm Bureau President
Ray Mackey said a long-standing
dispute over federal wetlands regulation had developed into a
pitched battle between farmers and
environmentalists.
But the fight is over much more
than the control of wetlands, Mackey told delegates to Kentucky Farm
Bureau's annual convention in
Louisville.
"This is a must-win situation,"

The Calloway County Farm Bureau was recognized for outstanding
membership and program achievement during the recent 72nd annual
Kentucky Farm Bureau convention in Louisville. Mark Paschall is
pictured accepting the award from Paul Everman, (left) Kentucky
Farm Bureau executive vice president, and J.J. Miranda, executive
vice president of Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance Companies during a Dec. 13 recognition and awards program.

The selection of chairmen for ing both singles and married coutwo important advisory committees ples, of the young farmers commitwas announced at the 72nd Ken- tee. Those members, including the
tucky Farm Bureau convention in committee leaders, are Harry
"Tripp" Furches III and Sharon
Louisville.
Harry "Tripp" Furches III, Mur- Furches, Murray; Reed and Andee
ray, is the new chairman of the White, Sturgis; Larry and Becky
Farm Bureau Young Farmers Thomas, Elizabethtown; Mike and
Advisory Committee, and Ann Glenda Cox, Glasgow; Rusty and
Ashby, Hopkinsville, has been re- Martha Thompson, Versailles;
elected chairman of the Women's Michael and Paula Benton, Walton;
Mark Bishop, Eubank; Joe MauAdvisory Committee.
Jr., Paint Lick; Doug and Sally
pin,
White,
Reed
replaces
Furches
Sturgis, who served in the post one Witt, Paris', Tim Lycan, Ulysses;
and Roger Fannin, Brinkley.
year.
Members of the Women's AdvisThe new vice chairman of the
young farmers group is Larry Tho- ory Committee, in addition to the
mas, Elizabethtown, and his wife three officers, are Lois Johnson,
Hawesville; Betty4arrick, GlasBecky is secretary.
Terry Gilbert, Danville, con- gow; Marilyn Hurst, Bardstown;
tinues as first vice chairman of the Pam Chappell, Owenton; Jan Bulwomen's committee, and Martha lock, Somerset; Ann Cooper,
Broach, Murray, is second vice Winchester; Joan Riffe, Webbville;
Lura Jane Bright, Whitesburg; and
chairman.
There are 11 members, compris- Kathy Bay, Brooksville.

Agroforestry combines
tree, agricultural crops
Growing trees for commercial
use can be a profitable use of a lot
of marginal lands not ideally suited
for much else, but it takes many
years to begin to realize those
profits.
Deborah Hill, Extension forestry
specialist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture,
said an old concept with a new
name — agroforestry — may be
one solution to allow farmers to get
income while waiting for trees to
mature.
"Bascially, it is the practice of
combining tree crops and some
kind of agricultural crops or pasturage for livestock on the same
land," she said.
The idea has been widely used
throughout the world, and it now is
being used more frequently in this
country, Hill said. It offers potential for land that is either primarily
timberland or marginal cropland.
"One could take a field of alfalfa, for example," she said. "Without involving more than 10 percent
of the land area, a farmer could
interplant single rows of a high
value tree crop such as walnut,
paulownia or Christmas trees."
For some crops, a line of trees
also could serve as a windbreak for
the annual crop, she said. It could
help reduce erosion and by lowering the rate of evaporation of water
could reduce the annual crop's
water demand.
From the other prespective, land

primarily used for a long-term tree
crop such as Christmas trees could
be interplanted with an annual cash
crop such as pumpkins or
strawberries.
"That could help ease the cash
flow problems of the long-term
investment in trees," she said.
One must be careful when growing two crops on the same land.
If chemicals and fertilizers are
used, it is essential to determine
whether it is safe to have them on
both crops, she said. It is also
necessary to know if trees and
crops are compatible with each
other.
For example, Hill said the roots
of walnut trees exude a substance
called "juglone" that can be poisonous to some plant species and
inhibit growth of others. For
others, such as fescue, this chemical is not a problem.
Farmers considering agroforestry
also need to be award of the water
available.
"Ideally, it is best to intermix
two species that occupy different
levels in the soil so they don't
compete for the same water
reserves," she said.
As with most things worth
doing, Hill said agroforestry techniques requires careful management, but when well implemented
can assure a more reliable income
from a diversified farm that incorporates long-term tree crops, shortterm agricultural crops and possibly livestock.

Tobacco Expo
set for Jan. 15
in Lexington
A one-day "Tobacco Expo" to
feature latest products and technology for tobacco production is
scheduled for Jan. 15 at Heritage Hall near Rupp Arena in
Lexington.
Among the subjects to be
covered is the economics for
using float system technology to
produce tobacco seedlings for
transplant, said Gary Palmer,
Extension tobacco specialist
with the University of Kentcky
College of Agriculture.
The meeting, which Is sponsored by the Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service and the
Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association, begins
at 8 a.m. and there is no
registration fee.
Other subjects of interest to
tobacco producers include sessions on greenhouse environmental controls, fertilizer,
greenhouse diseases, use of conventional beds and possible use
of migrant workers.
Participants also will receive
information on specialized new
equipment now available such
as new transplanters and
mechanical Seeders, Palmer
said.

The Jackson Purchase Agricultural Credit Association (ACA)
held its -1991 annual meeting with
sectional meetings in Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves and
Hickman counties.
The ACA is a member-owned
cooperative which provides short,
intermediate and long-term credit
and credit-related services for the
eight Purchase counties from
branches at Mayfield, Bardwell,
Clinton, Hickman, Kevil and Murray. The association has 1,794
loans with an outstanding balance
of $80,699,000 as of Sept 30.
Curtis Hancock Jr. was elected
for his first three-year term to serve
as director representing Carlisle/

Mackey said. "It is not just a wetlands issue. It is not just an environmental issue. This is a basic
property rights issue guaranteed by
the Fifth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution."
Makcey said the issue has
resulted in a flood of letters from
Kentucky farmers to the U.S.
Environmental Agency, commenting on proposed changes in a federal manual which defines and regulates wetlands.
Convention delegates orchestrated an additional outpouring of
mail on the subject to beat a Dec.
14 deadline. Mackey said the new

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — sales is S1.84 per pound. The averApproximately 75 percent of Ken- age support price is $1.58 per
tucky's burley tobacco crop has pound.
Unlike last year, 3.8 million
moved through the auction centers,
which will be closed for the holi- pounds have gone into a reserve
operated by the Lexington-based
days until Jan. 6.
Growers have been receiving an Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperaaverage price of $1.81 per pound, tive, said Danny McKinney, executhe highest since 1984, and six tive director. No tobacco from the
cents more than last year. The last 1990 crop went into the pool.
"Supply is comingaloser or surday of sales was Thursday.
The majority of the crop has passing demand," McKinney said.
been selling at $1.77 to $1.84 a "In the past two or three years the
demand has been high. This year,
pound.
Kentucky farmers grew 458 mil- companies and reporting services
lion pounds of burley this year, believe there is 650 million pounds
according to U.S. Department of and the buyers only need about 625
of that."
Agriculture estimates.
A short supply does crazy things
The support price for the top
grade of tobacco for this season's to the market, he said, such as all

Dark fired sales start Jan. 22
The dark fired cured (Type 23)
sales season will begin Jan. 22,
1992 in Murray and Jan. 23 in
Mayfield, Ky.
Sales will continue each week
thereafter on Monday and Wednesday in Murray and Tuesday and
Thursday in Mayfield.
The Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association encourages
the proper classing of tobacco;
especially the importance of
removing green tobacco from clear
grade tobacco.

Hickman counties.
Gary Wallace, incumbent director, was elected for another threeyear term to represent Ballard/
McCracken counties.
Those elected to serve on the
1992 nominating committee were
Randall Heath, Graves County;
Kenny Humphreys, Carlisle/
Hickman counties; Bart Goodman,
Fulton County; J.W. Goodwin,
Ballard/McCracken counties; and
Don Overbey, Calloway/Marshall
counties.
Tommy Murphey, chief executive officer, reported a net worth
for ACA of approximately $15.1
million with assets in excess of $92
million.

USA's fruit is apple
of the world's eyes
It attributed the expansion to
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
apples are finding increasing favor aggressive marketing efforts, availaround the world, with exports ris- ability of high-quality products,
ing 70 percent in volume and 93 trade liberalization, improvements
percent in value in just four years. in technology and transportation
"Sales in 1990-91 of 359.824 "and the U.S. apple industry's
metric tons valued at $224.7 mil- growing acceptance of the imporlion represent all-time records in tance of exports."
"Many targeted markets have
both categories," said an article in
the January issue of the Agriculture not yet reached their saturation
Department's AgExporter point and new markets are opening
each year," the article said.
magazine.

EARN
7.25%

Taylor Seed Co.
753-5742

Another sales date for dark air
cured (Type 35) is being planned
for the early part of January, 1992,
and will be announced at a later
date.

burley going for one price regardless of quality. "That's not happening this year," McKinney said.
"Prices being paid are more in
line based on quality. After Christmas, I think prices will remain
about the same but the average
may drop as we see more green and
drought-stressed tobacco."
On Nov. 25, the opening day of
the sales, prices averaged $1.82 a
pound, but they've been slipping
since and the daily average has
dropped as low as $1.78.
"I've been surprised that prices
haven't held up since the opening
day," said William Snell, an assistant professor in the University of
Kentucky's Department of Agricultural Economics.
"I think that most people were
expecting a slightly stronger market than we've seen," he said. "The
message the tobacco companies are
sending is that they believe there's
plenty of burley out there this year
to meet their needs."

Happy Holidays
Wishing you an old-fashioned
Christmas filled with simple
pleasures and the company
of family and friends.

Southern States
Co-Operative
Industrial Rd.

753-1423

Could You Spare A Little
Off Your Middle?
Call us or stop by
and talk with "the
Illness prokssionals."

Premiere
I kaltil and

Fitness Club

UniveNity Square • 759-9999

"Serving Kentucky Teachers and Calloway County Since 1838"

WALLIS DRUGS
is a participant of the

Kentucky Teachers' Retirement
System Network
Retail Prescription
Drug Program
This program administered by Paid Prescriptions, Inc., is
for prescriptions and will be effective January 1, 1992. This
program allows retirees and their eligible dependents to only
pay 20% of the cost for prescriptions at the point of sale after
the $75 deductible is satisfied.
Since Wallis Drugs is a participant in this program, they
will reduce cost and save you money!
Wallis Drugs has other co-payment programs available to
their customers which are as follows: Paid, Medimet, APS,
Ky. Associated Counties, PCS.

$1.00 SAVINGS
Come and meet your personal
"FAX POSTMASTER"

Wallis Drug, Inc.
FARM
BUREAU

412 Main • Murray, KY 42071
Tel: 502-753-1272
May Santa bring you
all the treasures
you've been wishing for.

Fax: 502-753-3934
Give this card and save a dollar off our
already low first-page tate (send or receive!) ,

Hated: A+ 1:--1 l'FRIOR)

Bob Cornelison
Lynn Grove Rd.

study of ways to cut down on the
cattles' emissions — to develop
"something like a Rolaids for Old
Bossy," Mackey said.
Despite the seeming humor in
such claims, Mackey warned that
farmers' detractors are "wellfinanced and skillful" activists who
have the "money and know-how to
impose their will at virtually every
level of government.".
Farmers' challenge is to fight
their opponents' "trendy, feelgood" remedies with leaders and
the public in ways they can understand and follow up with a favorable response.

Most of burley crop sold
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May your home be
filled with
holiday cheer.

manual and some pending legislation arc both needed to ensure fair
wetlands policies in the future.
Mackey also issued a call to
arms by Farm Bureau members to
combat increased attacks on farm
products and practices. Activists
are seeking to limit the use of antibiotics in livestock feed and set
space standards for facilities housing calves and chickens.
Some even consider cattle a
threat to the environment, because
the animals expel methane gas as a
part of their digestive process,
Mackey noted. This ludicrous
claim has led Congress to fund a

7534703

Jimmy Ford- Pharmacist

Downtown, Court Square

753-1272

Reeder featured on TV

CALENDAR
Monday, Dec. 23

Monday, Dec. 23

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Dorothy Group of First Baptist
Church/meet at 4:30 p.m. at church
to go caroling.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Hazel Woman's Club will gift
wrap from 12 noon to 8 p.m. at
Wal-Mart.

Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Coats, gloves, hats and scarves
will be distributed at Weaks Community Center .by Jaycees and
Senior Scouts/1:30-4:30 p.m.

Narcotics Anonymous/7
p.m./Parish Center, SL Leo Catholic Church.

Tuesday, Dec. 24
Calloway County Public Library
will be closed today.

THEATRES!

Senior activities/9:3 0
a.m./cancelled at Dexter Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Stow* Martin I.
"Father of the
Bride"(PG)

1:30
325
7:10
9:10

1:30
Walt•Disnoy's
"Beauty and the ;
4
:
Beast"(G)
9:00
130
405
705
9:35

Hook (PC)
Starring
Robin Williams

1:30
Star Trek VI:
3:30
The Undiscovered 7:1
Country (PG)
9:20
Bruce Willis II Damon 1:30
3:35
Wayans In
nit List Bog Scott (R) 971
:

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
-AA and A-Ion/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

Thanks For Your Patronage
During Our First

Twelve Days of
Christmas Sale
We End Our Sale Tuesday,
Dec. 24th
All Holiday Gourmet

Bargain Night
Is Always
Thursday Night

Food

20% Off!

Closing Tues, Dec. 24th
at 4:00 p.m.

Bob Reeder, son-in-law of Mr and Mrs. Archie Simmons of Murray,
will be featured in a special musical pageant on television on Tuesday,
Christmas Eve, at 12 midnight on Channel 2, WKRN ABC, Nashville,
Tenn.
This musical pageant dramatizing the Christmas story will feature a
40-piece orchestra, 300-voice choir, live animals and a cast of 600 from
the First Baptist Church at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Reeder is director of the pageant to be presented in the First Bapitist
Worship Center. He and his wife, the former Celia Simmons, reside at
Fort Lauderdale with their children. Reeder is a graduate of Murray State
University and has been featured soloist at worship services at local
churches.
Sandy Casteel, pageant coordinator, said "I can't tell you how fortunate
we are to have such an artistically talendted and God-driven man as Bob
Reeder as Pageant Director. A man of his character and caliber is so special in this world and to our fellowship at First Baptist, Fort Lauderdale."
This pageant was started in 1984 and was held in the War Memorial
Auditorium, Fort Lauderdale, but was moved to the church in 1990.
"Our pageant has grown so because there are so many who are hungry
to see the real Christmas. We saw how the big churches were having
major pageants that weree very successful. The Media and the World had
snatched away the true meaning Christmas...we always say here at First
Baptist Church that the Pageant is our Christmas gift to the community,"
Casteel added.
The public is encouraged to watch the national televised pageant at
midnight Christmas Eve night to see the work of Bob Reeder, MSU
graduate.

Wedding on Saturday
The wedding of Dana Riddle and Johnny Phillips will be Saturday,
Dec. 28.
The vows will be said at 5:30 p.m. in a ceremony at Elm Grove Baptist
Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Riddle of Tampa, Fla.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Phillips of Rt. 6,
Murray.

Bridge lessons planned
The Mayfield Duplicate Bridge
Club will sponsor bridge lessons
for the beginner or intermediate
bridge player.
Cost of the 8-week course will
be $20.
Classes will meet each Tuesday
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the May-

field Senior Citizens' building.
The classes are open to anyone
of any age.
The first class will be Tuesday,
Jan. 7.
For more information, contact
Beverly Carlisle at 1-247-2599.
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Bargain Matinees
Everyday
Starting Dec. 20th
•

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Because of the Christmas and New Year's holidays, customers of the
city of Murray Sanitation Department who usually have their garbage
picked up on Tuesdays or Wednesdays should set their garbage out one
day in advance. This schedule will be in effect Dec. 23-27 and Dec.
30-Jan. 3. The Sanitation Department appreciates customers' cooperation
in this matter. Anyone with questions concerning garbage pickup should
call 762-0330, ext. 120.

Christmas service at St. John's
The traditional Christmas Eve Liturgy will be celebrated in the new St.
John's Episcopal Church. 1620 West Main St., Murray, on Tuesday night,
Dec. 24. The Young Peoples Choir Will present carols of diverse traditions
beginning at 10:30 p.m., followed by the Holy Eucharist of the Nativity. On
Christmas Day, the Holy Euchanst will be celebrated at 10:30 a.m. The
public is invited to attend.

Lutherans plan service
Christmas Eve Candle Light Service will be held at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main Streets, Murray, on Christmas Eve, Tuesday, Dec.
24, at 7 p.m. The theme for the carol worship service will be 'Jesus Lord At
Thy Birth.' Along with favorite carols, vocals and special music, the Christmas Story will be read from Luke 2:1-16. The Christmas Day Festival Service — the Festival of the Nativity of Our Lord will be celebrated at the
church on Christmas Day, Wednesday, Dec. 25, at 10:30 a.m. 'God So
Loved The World' will be theme of the Christmas Day program. The public
is invited to attend.

Singles plan open house Wednesday
The Singles Organizational Society has cancelled its meeting for Christmas Eve, Dec. 24, but will host an open house on Christmas Day, Dec. 25,
from 2 to 6 p.m. All interested singles can bring a snack to share, but it is
not necessary. All singles are invited to spend the afternoon with others. For
information about the place call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 752-0224, Sharon, 1-527-9748, or Rebekah, 1-247-5765.

Methodists plan service
First United Methodist Church will have a special Christmas Eve Service
at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, Dec. 24, in the church sanctuary. Holy Communion
will be from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. The offering that is left at the chancel on
Christmas Eve goes to UMCOR to help provide emergency food relief in
Russia. Gifts will be appreciated. 'Join us as we celebrate the birth of Jesus
Christ,' said the Rev. Nowell Bingham, pastor.

Christian Church plans service
First Christian Church will have a Candlelight and Holy Communion service on Tuesday, Dec. 24, at 8 p.m. in the church sanctuary. This is one of
the most extraordinary worship experiences of the entire church year, featuring Jesus as the Light of the world with each of us lighting our candles
from one another that in trun has been lit from the Christ Candle,' said Dr.
David Roos, church pastor. Plan to come and join in this inspiring service as
candles are held up in praise to the Christ whose name is above every
name, Dr. Roos added.

Led es orwlerlaLs

•
Movie Money &
▪
Video Money Make
▪ Great Stocking Stutters

*
* Movies To Go" Has

* SUM NINTENDO
EirferAott11111 SISIFY

tho m
lie.t nut • 753-3:111
Open 11:am I.. 10:pm

Presbyterians plan service

MOM

First Presbyterian Church at 16th and Main Streets, Murray, will have a
special candlelight service on Tuesday, Dec. 24, at 7 p.m. The service will
be for about 45 minutes. The public is invited to attend, acccrding to the
pastor, the Rev. Toby Schellingerhout.

Watch For Our Big After
Christmas Sale Starting
Thurs., Dec. 26th
at 9:00 a.m.

First Baptist cancels service
First Baptist Church will not have its regular Wednesday evening service
on Wednesday, Dec. 25. The church offices will be closed Tuesday and
Wednesday, Dec. 24 and 25. Persons having special needs during this time,
should contact G.T. Moody or Joetta Kelly.

University Plaza
On Chestnut

Elm Grove plans services
Elm Grove Baptist Church will have services on Wednesday. Dec. 25, at
7 p.m. This will include Mid-Week Bible Study and Prayer Service, Acteens,
RAs, GAs and Mission Friends. The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, invites the
public to attend.

L!-. tr/, OPEN
C,ab n\-cfnusTmAs
r e.5i-autenfr
12th & Sycamore

Iota Hutson, right, president of South Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club, and Twila Coleman, left, member, visited W.A.T.C.H. (work
activities training center for the handicapped) and presented Jimmy
Baker, center, representative for W.A.T.C.H., with a donation of $75
for the program operation. W.A.T.C.H. has raised $20,000 towards its
goal of $50,000 for the fiscal year 1991-92.

DAY

'alswin-Stock
Wallpaper Sale

8 a.m. til 10 p.m.

Large selection of borders.. 13
Aqua-Glo Paint Sale '3 off gallon

Until 11 a.m.
'2 Eggs 'Bacon or Sausage
'Hash Browns 'Biscuits & Gravy
1.85

Country Ham Breakfast
*2 Eggs 'Country Ham
'Hash Browns 'Biscuits & Gravy
Full Order

Half Order

$3.50
$2.85

Christmas Buffet
11 a.m. til 5 p.m.
...Traditional Holiday Fare
Salad Bar & Homemade Rolls Included

glwil

306 E. Main St.

759-4979

AFTER CHRISTMAS

CLEARANCE
60% OFF
50% OFF
20% OFF

Children s Christmas

All Children s Wear, Mix n
Match. Dresses. Sweaters &
Morel

Exquisite Form Bras

Bargain Department

only$4.95

Grace Baptist Church, located on South Ninth Street Extended, Murray,
will not have services on Christmas Day, Wednesday, Dec. 25. The church
office will be closed on Tuesday and Wednesday. Dec. 24 and 25.

Quilt will be given away

Breakfast Special

Only

Grace services cancelled

'3 - '5 - 90
Racks

JO-AN

S On The Square
753-9569

The quilt, made and quilted by Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens,
will be given away on Fnday, Dec. 27. A coffee will be at 10 a.m. The public
is invited to attend this special event. Tickets for the quilt are still available
and for information call 752-0929.

Social Security man not here
A representative from Mayfield Social Security office will not be at the
Calloway County Public Library on Tuesday, Dec. 24, from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The library will be closed for the holidays. This is a special service of the office to give local persons an opportunity to see the SS representative here. The new visits of the representative will be on Tuesday,
Jan. 14, and Tuesday, Jan. 28. For more information call the Mayfield Social
Security office at 1-247-8095.

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, are not scheduled for
Tuesday, Dec. 24, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C Building on Squire Hale Road,
between South Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Dec. 24, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Murray TOPS will meet
TOPS aKentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday. Dec. 24, at 7 p.m. at Southside
Manor Community Room, Glendale Road. TOPS is an international, nonprofit weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination of
group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more
information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964

Story Hours cancelled
Story Hours and Parents and Twos for Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec. 24
and 25, will, not be held because of the Christmas holidays. The next Story
Hours will be on Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 7 and 8, according to Sandy Linn, director of children's activities at the library.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SERVICE NOTES
LARRY L. SHOUSE JR. has
enlisted for active duty with the
United States Army from the Army
Reserves.
Shouse, son of Mrs. Linda N.
Shouse of Murray, is a graduate of
Calloway County High School. He
is currently a student at Murray
State University.
He was assisted in choosing his
enlistment options by Staff Sgt.
Colin P. Neville of the U.S. Army
Recruiting Station at 107 East
Wood Sr., Paris, Tenn., phone
1-901-644-9021.
The 20-year-old was a member
of Co. D 3/398 AR in Paducah. An
operating room specialist, he will
bypass basic training and report
directly to Ft. Sam Houston, Texas,
in April 1992 for advanced individual training in his specialty.
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Couple married 25 years
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby D. Bazzell of Rt. 1, Farmington, are today, Dec.
23, observing their 25th wedding anniversary.
They were married Dec. 23, 1966, at Coldwater Church of Christ. Coleman Crocker officiated.
Mrs. Bazzell, the former Peggy Colson, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J.B. Colson of Ashdown, Ark., and Jean and Buddy Humphreys of
Murray.
She is employed at Murray Branch of Hopkinsville Federal Savings
Bank where she has been a teller for 19 years.
Mr. Bazzell is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Bazzell of Coldwater.
He is employed by Degussa Corp. at Calvert City where he has been a
quality control supervisor for six years.
They have one son, Scott Bazzell, 20, a student at Murray State
University.
A private family celebration was held Friday, Dec. 20.

Descendants of the late John
Worsham Travis Sr. and the late
Rev. Henry Warren Brooks met
recently at Paris, Tenn.
This was in honor of Robert
Fleming Travis Jr., who was celebrating his 85th birthday.
Family members traveled' rrofn
the states of MASsouri, California,
Oregon, Texas, Georgia, Kentucky
and Tennessee.
During the reunion the group
visited family cemeteries in Henry
County and old homeplaces of family members.
They spent Thanksgiving Day at
Paris Landing State Park Inn and
later gathered at First United
Methodist Church, Paris, to introduce family members and sing
songs with piano and flute accompaniment by Nancy Allen
Burroughs.
There were also solo selections
from Andrew Irvin on the violin,
Amy Allen, clarinet, and vocal solos by Gene Allen Jr. and a duet by
Irvin and Jill Holmes.
Attending were the following:
Janet and D.O. Humphreys Jr.

ALL CHRISTMAS ITEMS
NOW REDUCED...

20%

and Jan, Annie Warren Mils and
George and Mary Agnes Bailey,
Paris, Tenn.;
Susan Bailey and her husband,
Dr. Lloyd Dunn, and their sons,
Travis and Britt, Atlanta, Ga.;
Dr. Eugene and Ann Brooks
Allen; Mark Burroughs and Melanie Bartel, Texas;
Gene Young Travis, Dr. William
and Genie Lou Irvin and their
children, Anita and Robert, Julie
and Bill Irvin Jr., and Adam and
Bill III, Missouri;
Tim and Vita Humphreys Swindell and Aynne, Memphis, Tenn.;
Mona Wilson and Megan, Nashville, Tenn.;
Nell Travis Michel, Jason
Michel, Herbert Michel Jr., Julie
Michel and Jennifer, California;
Robert Michel and Janena
Nichols, Oregon.
The group ended the weekend by
planning their next reunion in two
years.
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We'd like to say ...

(Thanksou and Holiday Greetings
from everyone at W.A.T.C.H. to
all of our friends in the community.

a

-
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500

N 4th St. •

753-3251

Welcome 'To Our World
Christmas Display
Ever changing Caine by daily.
1Zegister for etttra discount
and Gift Certificates.
Wefreshments served daily 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

out to each and every
Thank you Murray and Calloway County — our sincere thanks go
. The combined total of
one who helped make our 1991 fall fundraiser such a great success
e that will be used for
special activities brought approximately $13,750 additional revenu
operational expenses at the Center.
ues to offer year-round
We are proud to report that because you care, W.A.T.C.H.contin
above indicates,donations for
activities and services for these special citizens. As the photo
your continued support and
the fiscal year now total $20,000. We need and appreciate
June 30, 1992.
confidence in W.A.T.C.H. to reach our total goal of $50,000 by
any questions about the
have
you
If
A peaceful,joyous holiday season to each of you.
y.One of our staff
weekda
any
W.A.T.C.H. program,please give us a call or visit the Center
nities that we are able to
will be happy to give you a tour and discuss the many opportu
provide for this special population.

Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped
702 Main, Murray, KY 42071

For all your Oft
and Flower needs
calf us...

Phone: 759-1965

753-3251

Get Your FREg
1992 Farmers' Almanac
Is your subscription
running out?
Would you like to subscribe to
the Murray Ledger & Times?

Special workshop
will be on Jan. 29
Murray State University's
Counseling and Testing Center,
Minority Student Affairs Office,
SGA, and the Women's Center will
present a workshop entitled "Preparing for a Truly Multicultural
Society."
This will take place on Wednesday, Jan. 29, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on the third floor of CUITiS Center,
MSU.
Topics to be addressed include
gender relations at work and play;
the family; Workforce 2000;
women's issues; and depression
and stress.
All topics will be examined from
a multicultural perspective. These
issues are of particular relevance
grive the changing demographics
on campus and the workplace.
For additional information call
762-6851 a 762-6836.

ISO

University Plaza On Chestnut St.

If so, stop by our front office and
pay for a. 6 month or 1 year
renewal or new subscription. And
we'll give you a 1992 Farmers'
Almanac FREE!
(While Supplies Last)

Murray Ledger & Times
the

1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray

YES,
Brenda's Beauty Salon
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

I would like to have my FREE
1992 Farmers' Almanac. Please
enter my subscription or renewal for (please check one).

753-4582

Come,join us for our

Out of 'town Subscription

0 Six Months
0 One Year

AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE

0 Six Months
LI One Year

ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

We will be closed on December 24th-29th so we can
spend time with our families during the holidays.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-1916
•

$54.50
$64.50

Local Subscription

NAME

r r11010

/asc. 24 .4
t Story
o Sari-

T05

of-i: a
REG.
puicEs •

Open Weeknights Til 8:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Closing Tuesday. Dee. 24th At 4:00 p.m.

Starting December 30th, 1991

›ounds
ithside
ionprortion of
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PVT. LARRY W. NEWCOMB
has been decorated with the Army
Achievement Medal for meritorious
achievement in support of the U.S.
forces and the multi-national coalition during Operation Desert
Storm.
He is an armor crewmember of
the 72nd Armor, Camp Casey,
Tong Duchon, South Korea.
Newcomb is the son of Norman
L. Newcomb of Rt. 10, Benton, and
Adriana M. Morales of 803 Bayberry Dr., Lake Park, Fla.
Pvt. Newcomb is a 1987 graduate of Marshall County High
School.

Families hold reunion

PAtd

MONDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1991

$28.50
$57.00
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Merry Christmas To All...

Guin-Thomas vows solemnized at church

Please join us for the

Christmas Eve Candlelight
Communion Service
Dec. 24 at 8 p.m.

First Christian
Church

MURRAY TODAY

Miss Lauri Lynita Guth of Murray and Kevin Lane Thomas of
Dover, Tenn., were married in a
late summer wedding at Christian
Community Church, Murray.
Parents of the couple are Dr. and
Mrs. Larry D. Guin of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. John Leslie Thomas
of Dover, Tenn.
Decorations in the church
included an arch, covered in large
magnolia blossoms and teal and
light pink flowers. Magnolia blossoms and greenery graced the
windows.
Music was provided by Mrs.
Carol Thompson, pianist. Bethany
Thompson and Sarah Thompson
were vocal soloists.
Dean Ross, minister of Murray
Christian Fellowship, officiated at
the double ring ceremony.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a white, floor-length,
satin gown with lace overlay on the
bodice, a peplum and short puff off
the shoulder sleeves. The dress had
a sweetheart neckline in the front
and back.
Her veil of shoulder length white
net was attached to a headband of
baby's breath, pearls, sequins and
tiny roses.
She carried a bouquet of magnolia blossoms, white roses, stephanetis, baby's breath and ivy.
Bethany Thompson of Murray
attended the bride as maid of honor. Ashlee Guin, sister of the bride,
was junior bridesmaid.
Kacey Guin, sister of the bride,
Gail Thomas of Dover, sister-inlaw of the groom, and Penny Futrell of Nashville, Tenn., were
bridesmaids.
The attendants all wore tealength, sleeveless dresses of teal
iridescent fabric with scooped
.necklines and low-scooping backs
with large bows. Each carried a
magnolia blossom with teal, white
and pink ribbons.
Caroline Radke of Murray

MC11117C1'S St'1"1"C

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5

served as flower girl. She wore a
long white dress with a ruffled
skirt, tied with a teal sash and teal
ribbons through the sleeves. Her
basket of white satin held pink and
white rose petals.
The junior bridesmaid and flower girl wore halos of white baby's
breath with white, pink and teal
ribbon streamers in the back.
The groom's twin brother, Kevil
Thomas of Dover, Tenn., served as
best man.
Groomsmen were Tyrone Thomas, brother of the groom, Jeffrey
Stout, Nathan Crockarell and
Nathan Newberry.
The junior groomsman was
Matthew Thomas, brother of the
groom, Caleb Joiner served as ring
bearer.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Guth wore a short pink dress
with a pink lace jacket. Mrs. Thomas wore a peach tea-length dress.
Each wore a corsage of white
roses.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was covered
with a tea cloth overlaid with white
linen. The wedding cake, made by
the groom's mother, displayed
three tiers, surrounded by four individual cakes. The cake was decorated with a Precious Memories
bride and groom, light pink roses,
cupids and wedding doves.
Serving the bride's cake were
Kristin Armstrong of Mayfield and
Jamie Joiner ,of Dover, Term.
The groom's table featured a
chocolate cake decorated with a
model of the groom's motor vehicle, decorated with streamers and a
"Just Married" sign. Tammy Thomas of Dover, sister-in-law of the
groom, served the groom's cake.
Catherine Faughn presided at the
registry table, decorated with a
magnolia and a satin basket holding teal and white satin roses, made
by the groom's mother to hold the
rice. Jessie Radke handed out the
satin roses and rice bags.
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Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Lane Thomas
Host and hostess of the reception
were Mr. and Mrs. Paul Radke of
Murray.
Others assisating were Marilyn
Faughn of Murray, and Peggy
Glass-Lundry, Erik Lundry and
Rich Lusk, all of South Bend, Ind.
Mrs. Sandi Armstrong was pianist during the reception.
Special guests were S.W. Johnson of Sturgis, Miss., grandfather
of the bride, and MIS. Leonard
Stout of Dover, Tenn., grandmother

of the groom.
Rosanne Radke directed the
rehearsal. The groom's parents
hosted a rehearsal dinner held at
Pagliai's Restaurant, Murray.
Prenuptial events included a tea
given by Marilyn Faughn, Catherine Faughn, Lois Green and Karen
Green, all of Murray; a personal
shower by Bethany Thompson and
Carol Thompson of Murray; a
shower given by relatives of the
groom at Dover, Term.

it t'Z'Cllt

Pictured are three of the hostesses at the recent Christmas Open
House held by the Murray Woman's Club. They are, from left, Judy
Taylor Clark, Karen Hicks and Cathy Young. Special music was by
the Music Departments of Calloway County High School and Murray
High School.

No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
-Penney CcenparyIK
1991 Jr
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Warmest wishes
(BRIGGS & STRATTON) for the happiest
‘FPF.'
44

ofholiday seasons.•

Winners of the Singles Organizational Society Costume Contest for
the October/November dance were, from left, Cynthia Lewis, first,
Linda Wyatt, second, Mark Outland, third, and Cheryl Davis, most
original. The SOS is a non-profit support and social group for single
adults. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

$0,4(
May Santa
make all your
wishes come true
during this
festive season.

Yours, Mine and Ours
Court Square
763-4087
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Washington's Valley Forge plea gets first public display
By MIKE OWEN
Associatod Pr••• Whig

VALLEY FORGE, Pa. — Two
days before Christmas, his men
facing a bitter winter and a powerful opponent, George Washington
wrote a letter filled with urgency
an0 despair.
His troops needed supplies, as he
had told officials just a day earlier.
"I am now convinced beyond a
doubt, that unless some great and
capital change suddenly takes place
in that line this army must inevitably be reduced to one or other of
these three things. — Starve —
dissolve — or disperse, in order to
obtain subsistance in the best manner they can," Washington wrote
to Henry Laurens, president of the
Cantinentai Congress.
The year was 1777, and
Washington and his 12,000 soldiers
were four days into their terrible
winter at Valley Forge. For the first
time, the public will soon get a
chance to view Washington's
urgent warning.
This year, Valley Forge National

Historical Park marks the anniversary of the soldiers' ordeal by displaying the letter, which the park
received in the will of a collector.
In his letter, Washington told
Laurens, "rest assured, Sir, this is
not an exaggerated picture, and that
I have abundant reason to support
what I say." He told Laurens he
had "no less than 2898 men now
in Camp unfit for duty, because
they are barefoot and otherwise
naked."
Acting curator Phyllis Ewing
said the letter — a fragile, yellowed document with ink faded to
a dull brown — is the prize of the
park's collection. Three of its 10
pages will be displayed from Friday through Jan. 5.
"This is why we're here," Mrs.
Ewing said. "The letter talks about
the hardships of Valley Forge, the
dedication of the men."
Washington's letter isn't necessarily easy to read, filled with runon sentences, and with spellings,
punctuation and words considered
odd today. Through it all, however,
the message is clear. As Mrs.

Ewing put it in 20th century language: "He's saying, 'Hey guys,
get with the program. This is pretty
important. ... Tomorrow may be
too late."'
Some of Washington's words are
particularly biting. Speaking apparently of complainers in Congress,
then sitting at York, Pa., as the
British occupied Philadelphia,
Washington told Laurens:
"I can assure those Gentlemen,
that it is a much easier and less distressing thing, to draw Remonstrances in a comfortable room by
a good fire side, than to occupy a
cold, bleak hill, and sleep under
frost & snow without Cloaths or
Blankets: However, although they
seem to have little feeling for the
naked and distressed Soldier, I feel
superabundantly for them, and
from my soul pity those miseries,
which it is neither in my power to
relieve or prevent."
His letter voiced concern for his
men, his reputation and the future
of their cause, and denounced
obstacles he perceived being put in

Washington writes letter to Laurens
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VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (AP) —
Excerpts from George Washington's Dec. 23, 1777, letter to Henry
Laurens, president of Congress:
"I am now convinced beyond a
doubt, that unless some great and
capital change suddenly takes place
in that line this army must inevitably be reduced to one or other of
these three things. — Starve —
dissolve — or disperse, in order to
obtain subsistance in the best manner they can. rest assured, Sir, this
is not an exaggerated picture, and
that I have abundant reason to support what I say."
"(Y)et finding that the inactivity
of the Army, whether for want of
provisions, Cloaths, or other essentials is charged to my account, not
only by the common vulgar, but
those in power, it is time to speak
plain in exculpation of myself.
With truth ... I can declare, that no

Man in my opinion ever had his
measures more impeded than I
have, by every departmeni"

from my soul pity those miseries,
which it is neither in my power to
relieve or prevent."

"Soap — Vinegar and other articles allowed by Congress we see
none of, nor have we seen them, I
believe, since the battle of Brandywine — The first indeed we have
now little occasion for, few men
having more than one shirt —
many only the moiety of one, and
some none at all."

Lotto jackpot
continues climb

"I can assure those Gentlemen,
that it is a much easier and less distressing thing, to draw Remonstrances in a comfortable room by
a good fire side, than to occupy a
cold, bleak hill, and sleep under
frost & snow without Cloaths or
Blankets: However, although they
seem to have little feeling for the
naked and distressed Soldier, I feel
superabundantly for them, and

place by bureaucrats. He said he
had learned that his officers, two
nights earlier, had suppressed a
"dangerous mutiny" by hungry
troops.

"This brought forth the only
Commissary in the purchasing line
in this Camp, and with him this
melancholy and alarming truth,
That he had not a single hoof of
any kind to slaughter, and not more
than 25 Barrel's of Flour!"
The letter is part of a collection
of about 300 documents willed to
the park by John Reed of nearby

King of Prussia. The park received
the collection about two years ago,
but this is the first piece to go on
display.
It includes evidence that supplies
did get to the troops "in dribs and
drabs," Mrs. Ewing said, with such
things as clothing receipts from
March. There are minutes of trials
of local residents caught trafficking
with the British in Philadelphia;
letters by the French Gen. Lafayet-

te; and oaths of allegiance, printed
forms on which soldiers swear they
will defend the country against
King George III of Britain.
"Really what we have covers all
aspects of the war," she said.
Washington's letter to Laurens
was not written in the hand of the
future president; it was written by
Lt. Col. Robert Hanson Harrison
from a draft by Washington, and
signed by the general.
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Christmas is a loving season.
May you know its wonder, feel its
warmth and share its joy.

May the
Christmas Season
bring peace and joy
to you and yours.

Blessings and Peace
to you and yours.

FAIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY
614 S. 4th
753-0632

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
Lotto Kentucky jackpot will
increase to $20 million after no one
matched the six winning numbers
in the $18 million drawing Saturday night, the Kentucky Lottery
Corp. said.
Seventy-eight players came
close, matching five of the six
numbers, the lottery said. Each
player will receive $694. Another
3,736 players will get $40 each for
matching four of the six numbers.
The winning numbers were nine,
13, 21, 38, 39 and 43.
The next drawing will be Wednesday nighi
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CHRISTMAS EVE

Pral
Doors Open At 7:30 A.M.

1/2

All Toys

Reg.
Price

(Excluding Rockets and R.C. Accessories)

kjk •

itest for
is, first,
is, most
at single
53-0224.

All Christmas
Decorations

/

All Case®
Pocket Knives
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All Nintendo®
Games

1 in
Price

HOME$40

c;$4
'
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110
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Poducoh's Most Interesting Store

The

arty Mart

Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy. 45 Paducah
Open 8 A.M. Til 10 P.M. Mon. Thru Thurs.
Open Til 11 P.M. Fri & Sat.
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SPORTS
Allegre's
OT boot
lifts Jets

Too familiar

Sports Writer

Racers can't close door;
fall 87-80 to Evansville

By JIM LITKE
Associated Press

By The Associated Press

By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

Placekicker Raul Allegre was out
of work. But that was last week.
Now, he's in the NFL playoffs.
Allegre's three clutch field
goals, including a 30-yarder in
overtime, helped the New York
Jets beat Miami 23-20 Sunday in a
winner-take-all showdown for the
final postseason berth.
The journeyman kicker was
home in Austin, Texas, when the
Jets phoned last Monday seeking a
replacement for injured Pat Leahy.
"I was a little reluctant because
my wife is six months pregnant,"
he said.
In the playoff for a playoff berth,
New York drove 65 yards to set up
Allegre's game-winning kick with
7:27 left in overtime_ When he
took the field, Miami called a timeout trying to unnerve the ninth-year
pro.
"He's a professional," Jets
coach Bruce Coslet said. "Nobody
is going to ice him. He went over
and got a scotch and soda,
stretched at the 50-yard line and
went and did his job."
Allegre made a 25-yarder with
3:42 left in the fourth period to
_give New York a 17-13 lead. Then
he hit a 44-yarder as time expired
to force the overtime.
New York and Miami finished
8-8. The Jets earned the playoff
berth because they beat Miami
twice.
As in .New York's 41-23 victory
over Miami in September, the Jets
did a good job keeping Marino on
the bench. Their 64-yard scoring
drive in the first quarter consumed
8:26.
The Jets outrushed Miami
231-46. Johnny Hector gained 132
yards in 32 carries.
"We have so many positive feelings on this club," Hector said.
"the game was too important for
us to give up on any chance we
might have."
O'Brien said the victory was the
Jets' biggest in his nine years with
the team.
"We're at a point where people
didn't think we'd be," he said.
— Now we have to take advantage
of it."

Staff photo by Steve Parker

Murray State junior Maurice Cannon, finishing with 17 points, goes
up for a shot in 'the paint in the Racers' 87-80 loss.

It's frustrating, it's disappointing, it's mysterious. But once
again, that black hole that the Murray State Racers keep falling into
rolled through Racer Arena Saturday night.
0C417
Murray State appeared to be in
command late in the second half,
forcing turnovers, converting on
fast-break opportunities and getting
good shots in the paint. Then, like
Junior guard Maurice Cannon,
the game before at Western Kenwho electrified the Racer Arena
tucky, the engine stalled.
Hitting eight free throws in the crowd of 4,383 with a reverse dunk
last two minutes and getting 15 to put the Racers up 60-58 after
points from super sophomore Par- hitting the following free throw,
rish Casebier in the last eight gave MSU a 75-71 lead with a
minutes and 15 seconds, the Aces spinning layup at the 4:10 mark.
snuck out of Racer Arena with an Murray would not score again until
the :40 mark.
87-80 win.
Evansville (6-2) canned 12-of-18
"We had a run going and I
though we'd firlish it," Racer head free throws during the Racer cold
coach Scott Edgar said of an excit- spell to put the game out of reach.
Casebier, playing in only his
ing second half run which saw the
Racers build a two-point lead into third game of the season after sitnine in just two minutes. "We had ting out the first five under a disa four-point lead and then took a ciplinary suspension, finished with
23 points. The 6-3 forward was
couple of real quick shots.
"I guess I should've advised 7-for-8 at the stripe in the last six
minutes.
them better."
"They got the ball to their best
Murray, now 3-5, dropped its
second game in a row. They'll have player and he controlled the game
a few days off for Christmas before the last five minutes," Edgar said
heading to Columbia, Mo. on Dec. before leaving on a three-day holi28 to take on No. 17 Missouri. day break. "We couldn't get him
Murray misfired on six straight stopped and had a dry spell at the
shots and Popeye Jones was called wrong time."
While the Aces' top gun was
for his fourth foul with 5:51 to play
in the game, allowing Evansville to working wonders underneath the
out-score the Racers 19-6 in a five- basket, Murray State's main man
(Cont'd on page 11)
minute stretch.

NFL's underdogs become top dogs in '91
By The Associated Press
Mark down 1991 as the year of
the turnaround in the Na. Every
time you turned around, a favorite
was fading and an underdog was
overachieving.
The Falcons, Lions and Saints
were big winners. The Broncos
climbed from the cellar to the top
floor. The Cowboys capped a
remarkable two-year renaissance.
And, on the final Sunday of the
season, the Jets actually soared.

Available At
Participating
Ace Hardware Stores

DECEMBER 91

ACE
BEST
BUY

6 Outten Powor Strip
The prochcol power solut.on for horne
opphances and power fools Ut hood
33543

599

Boostor Cable

25 Outdoor Light Sot

10 ft I 0-gouge booster cable.41
FREE nnyl storage bog 85062

C9 bulbs with odd-on connector
Mob-calor bulbs Ut 11$40O 96602

While those teams were having
memorable years, the Giants, Bengals and Rams collapsed. The 49crs
and Eagles failed to make the poseseason parade.
Dallas' Emmitt Smith won the
rushing title in his second NFL season. Houston's Haywood Jeffires
caught 100 passes and the Cowboys' Michael Irvin had 1,523
reception yards.
Four coaches — Ron Meyer in
Indianapolis, John Robinson with
the Los Angeles Rams, Lindy

Infante of Green Bay and Jerry
Burns of Minnesota — were
casualties. Several more are
expected to be released in the next
few weeks.
It was a season of streaks, too.
Washington won its first 11 games.
Tampa Bay had two five-game
slides. New Orleans took its first
seven and the Los Angeles Rams
dropped their last 10. Detroit won
its last six, while Phoenix lost its
final eight. Cincinnati was 0-8
before winning; Indianapolis was

were quickly facing a defense as
good as their own, courtesy of the
Arizona and Ohio State went on Razorbacks (7-2).
"I think that we played the best
the road just before the holidays to
face a tough intersectional oppo- man-to-man that we have played
nent, just like the "Getting A all year in the last part of the
Team Ready For March Hand- game," said Arkansas guard Lee
Mayberry. "They couldn't get a
book" says.
Lute Olson and Randy Ayers decent shot."
Those they got didn't go in as
have to hope their teams picked up
those intangibles that make you a Arizona's starting front line combetter team down the road because bined for a 5-for-24 effort from the
field and a total of 10 points, 38
they did get losses.
Second-ranked Arizona's 65-59 below their combined averages
loss at No. 19 Arkansas and No. 4 entering the game.
"I've been in this business a
Ohio State's 79-77 overtime defeat
at Southern Cal mean that half of long time and that was a game plan
the Top Ten already have at least that was executed well," Razorone loss. And conference play has backs coach Nolan Richardson
said. "It was one of the best defenyet to begin.
On Sunday among ranked teams, sive games we've played in years,
it was: No. 24 North Carolina- and we rebounded well. We don't
Charlotte 110, Chaminade 77; and have the numbers to press like we
No. 9 North Carolina 109, Canaria did last year."
Select 73 in an exhibition game.
That number will increase next
Arizona (5-1) found out what it's month when forward Todd Day
like for those who have to venture returns to the team after a
to McKale Center to become an semester-long suspension by the
addition to the nation's longest cur- school.
rent home winning streak. The
Day couldn't have made that
Wildcats entered Barnill Arena and much of a difference on Saturday.
By The Associated Press

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
I
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even more inept, going 0-9 and
1-15.
On Sunday, the New York Jets
became the final playoff qualifier
with a thrilling 23-20 overtime victory at Miami. Raul Allegre, signed
last Tuesday when Pat Leahy was
sidelined, hit a 44-yard field goal
to tie it at the end of regulation,
then won it with a 30-yarder.
New Orleans won its first division crown in its 25-year history,
(Cont'd on page II)

Arizona, Ohio State fall Sunday

Order piss & Bar-B-0 now tor Chnstrnes.
CLOSED DEC. 251h & 25th
6

nuggay

EVANSVILLE $7, MURRAY IT. 110
EVANSVILLE (1-2)
Shr•Mer 8-13 0-0 21, Cochsnour 7-12 5-6 24
Cased*: 5-15 13-15 23. nuprnenn 3-7 2-59, Viand's/10-1 1-2 1, Alien 1-3 0-0 2. Jason 44 0-0 I, kW,
0-0 0-0 0, Eking 0-3 0-0 0, Fannesicck 0-0 0-0 0
Totele 2640 21-26 87
MURRAY IT. (34)
amain 6-13 0-0 IS, Jones 6-15 11-14 26, Cannon
6-19 4.5 11, Gray 1.3 0-0 2. 41134 0-0 6. Evans 2-3
1 1 5 Allen 14 1-24, Adana 0.3 0.00. WI* 1-2
'-2 3. Walden 14 0-0 2 Totals 27-78 11-24 60
Halleine—Murrey St, 49, Evansville 42 3-Point
yawl. 10-21 (Chandler 0-1, Slice* 5-9,
7.116CUI
-4 5-10. Cartier 0-1). Murray St 1-31
(Guinn 3-5 Gray 0-2. Hill 0-1. Cannon 1-7. Allen 1-5
Walden 0-5, JOAO* 3-6) Fouled out—Jones
Reticunds—Evanweller 46 (Cochenour 10), Murray St
40 (Jones 111) Aaelks-4venwille 14 (Jackson 6),
lAurray St 12 (Walden 4) Total touls—Eranealla 10,
Murray St 23 6-4,343
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Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Gamsn
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar- Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar - Includes Drink
This Week's Special

Mayberry led Arkansas with 15
points, including four free throws
in the final 38 seconds. Matt
Othick led the Wildcats with 20
points.
Southern Cal (7-1) used a zone
defense to ruin the Buckeyes' trip
west and any thoughts of a perfect
season.
"We had a lot of preparation
time for this game," Trojans coach
George Raveling said. "Two
weeks to watch film and work on
drills. I'm sure they weren't prepared for our matchup zone
defense because we hadn't played
it a lot."
Harold Miner scored a careerhigh 31 points as the Trojans beat a
team ranked in the top four for the
first time since an 87-87 win over
No. 1 UCLA on March 6, 1970.
Jim Jackson scored 22 of his 28
points in the second half, but was
upstaged by Miner, who is known
as "Baby Jordan."
Miner's winning points came on
an alley-oop pass .from Duane
Cooper, who had a career-high 18
points and four assists. He hit a
3-pointer with 21 seconds left in
regulation to tie the game 69-69
and send it into overtime.
"Miner had as much influence
on the game as Jackson," Raveling
said. "We saw two outstanding
players and both had saddles on
their back."
"Both played extremely well
tonight and they kept their ball
clubs in the game," Ayers said.
"They are both great players."

111'

More likely than not, NFL
commissioner Paul Tagliabue
arrived at work this morning
to find a hot potato sitting on
his desk. Not that it should
have surprised him.
Mindful of the controversy
that erupted last year when
the Buffalo Bills held out several marquee players and
mothballed the no-huddle
offense for the regular-season
finale against Washington,
Tagliabue sent out a memo
Friday to all 28 teams.
"All coaches and players
are expected to give nothing
less than a fully competitive
and focused effort on the final
regular-season weekend," it
read. "As NFL professionals,
you owe it to the public, your
opponents and yourselves to
continue the all-out performance which you gave
throughout the year."
So what happened this time
around?
On Sunday, Buffalo coach
Mary Levy sat down quarterback Jim Kelly (sore knee)
and running back Thurman
Thomas (sore ankle) and lost
to the Detroit Lions 17-14 in
overtime.
Just as last season, when
they lost to the Redskins in a
similar situation, this game
was meaningless to the Bills,
who already had locked up
home-field advantage through
the postseason. What it meant
to Detroit was a chance to
win the NFC Central title. If
Chicago loses tonight at San
Francisco, the Lions get the
crown and the bye for the
first round of the playoffs.
The Bears, meanwhile, get
stuck playing host to a fastimproving Dallas Cowboys
team.
And from his hotel in San
Francisco a few hours later,
Bears coach Mike Ditka said
much the same thing a little
more diplomatically. -On his
regular Sunday night show
televised in Chicago, the gruffest Bear said, "I think every
team has to do what they
think is best. Nobody has an
obligation to play people if
they're hurt in any way. ...
They went out to win the
game; they just didn't have all
their people."
Ditka said he might have
done the same thing, that he
didn't expect any gifts from
any other coach, and tried not
to say anything more. But
when his questioner persisted,
Ditka planted his tongue firmly in his cheek, smiled into
the camera and added, "It
looked like one of the bestplayed games I've ever seen. I
was amazed by the execution
Buffalo had. They were a
juggernaut."
Now Ditka is neither shy
nor stupid. He knows this
kind of thing happens at the
end of almost every season in
almost every sport, and that
he who whines about it gets
ridiculed by his peers and —
more likely than not —
slapped by the commissioner
with a fine.
Owing to the lateness of
Ditka's barbs, Levy could not
be reached for comment Sunday night.
Earlier in the week, however, he said that although Kelly
and Thomas were able to
play, "the prudent, correct and
and best thing to do" was to
Sit them down.

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
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punches Milwaukee man
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ATLANTA (AP) — Jon Barry scored 24 points, including two free throws
with five seconds remaining, as No. 13 Georgia Tech nearly blew a 20-point
lead in the second half before holding off No. 8 Kentucky 81-80 Saturday
night. Barry's free throws negated a 3-point basket at the buzzer by Jamal
Mashburn — the closest Kentucky came after Tech had taken a 61-41 lead
with 13:27 to play on a layup by Malcolm Mackey.
The Yellow Jackets (7-2) started a 30-3 run late in the first half to erase a
38-31 Kentucky lead. Barry had four of those points on consecutive free
throw' with 14:18 remaining when Wildcats coach Rick Pitino received two
consecutive technical fouls and was ejected from the game.
Mackey scored 11 and Barry 10 in the Tech surge before Dale Brown led
a Kentucky (6-2) comeback. Brown, who finished with 21 points, scored 13
in a nine-minute span that saw the Wildcats cut the lead to 73-67 on
Brown's 3-pointer with 3:26 to play.
Barry missed the front end of a one-and-one free throw situation with 24
seconds left and Gimel Martinez cut the lead to 79-77 on a layup 14 seconds from the end. The Jackets got the ball across the midcourt line when
Barry was fouled again, hitting the two free throws that sealed the victory.

FOOTBALL
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) — Auburn coach Pat Dye did not respond
when former defensive back Eric Ramsey told him about financial help he
received from an assistant coach, according to a tape recording made public by Ramsey. CBS's "60 Minutes" broadcast portions of Ramsey's tapes
Sunday night, marking the first time any of the recordings had been aired
publicly.
STATESBORO, Ga. (AP) — Tarnron Smith scored on a 5-yard run with
5:42 remaining as Youngstown State rallied to beat Marshall 25-17 in the
NCAA Division I-AA championship Saturday. Trailing 17-6 after three quarters, Youngstown (12-3) scored on a 33-yard pass from Ray Isaac to Herb
Williams, a 3-yard run by Ryan Wood with 7:09 remaining and Smith's
clinching run. Marshall finished 11-4.
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP) — Dane Damron, playing with a broken throwing hart, threw for 265 yards and three touchdowns as Georgetown, Ky.,
beat Pacific Lutheran 28-20 in the NAIA Division II championship Saturday.
Georgetown finished the season 13-1 and Pacific Lutheran was 11-2.
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) — The Green Bay Packers fired coach Lindy
Infante and his staff Sunday. Infante was 24-40 in his four seasons with the
Packers, who beat Minnesota 27-7 on Saturday to finish 4-12 this season.

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
PRO FOOTBALL

NFL's underdogs...
(Coned from page 10)
routing Phoenix 27-3 while Atlanta
was losing to Dallas 31-27. The
Falcons will be at NIT West titlist
New Orleans, while the Cowboys
play at either Detroit or Chicago.
The Detroit Lions ended Buffalo's 17-game home winning streak,
17-14 in overtime. If the Bears win
at San Francisco tonight, Chicago
gets a first-round bye. A 49ers victory gives the NFC Central championship — and the bye — to
Detroit.
AFC West winner Denver secured a bye thanks to its 17-14 victory at San Diego. Houston, which

GOLF
MONTEGO BAY, Jamaica (AP) — Fred Couples shot a 5-under-par 66
for a four-stroke victory over Bernhard Langer in the World Championship
on Sunday. Couples, who earned $525,000 from the purse of $2.5 million,
finished with a 3-under 281 total on the 6,848-yard Tryall Resort course. He
opened the 26-player tournament with a 71 and followed with consecutive
rounds of 72.

lost to the New York Giants 24-20
on Saturday, blew the bye and will
be at home against the Jets next
weekend.
The other AFC game next
weekend has the Los Angeles Raiders at Kansas City. The Chiefs beat
the Raiders 27-21 Sunday at Los
Angeles.
In Saturday's other game, Green
Bay beat Minnesota 27-7 in the
final game for both coaches —
Burns already had announced his
retirement and Infante was fired
Sunday.

The dialogue between the two
(Coned from page 10)
coaches became heated and the
was wearing purple jerseys and sideline almost turned into
fighting for breathing room in the ringside.
low post.
"The rule says if one coach is
"I knew they were going to put
to an official, the other
talking
him
around
guys
four
or
three
(Popeye) on the blocks," Edgar coach has the right to be there,"
said of his 6-8 center, who only Edgar explained. "It was two guys
scored six of his game-high 26 trying to win, that's all."
points from the paint. "He's going
That was Edgar's first trip to the
to have to score up high more. north end of the floor; he had
He's a good passer and scorer. We another motive for the second trip,
just need to free him up."
which was a fast, intense walk.
Jones freed himself up in the
"I went back the second time to
first half, sinking a trio of three- get the team and crowd fired up if
pointers from the top of the key. you want to know the truth," said
Shooting 3-of-6 from three-point Edgar, who waved his arms to
range, Jones kept the Racers close work the crowd into a frenzy.
after Evansville guard Scott ShrefThe tactic worked for most of
fler hit three straight triples to get the game, but eventually the Racthe Aces out to a 9-0 lead just one ers' poor shooting caught up with
minute and 56 seconds into the
contest.

them. Murray finished the game
shooting 34 percent (27-of-78).
"I was not pleased with our field
goal percentage," the first-year
coach explained. "We have to
shoot better and be more selective.
We played in spurts and they
(Aces) played for 40 minutes."
Sophomore point guard Cedric
Gumm continued his sterling play,
pitching in 15 points and adding
three assists. Cannon finished the
game with 17.
Evansville was led by Todd
Cochenour's 24 points. The 6-2
sophomore was 7-for-12 from field
and 5-for-10 from three-point.
Shreffler finished with 21 on 5-of-9
long-range shooting. Evansville
shot 10-for-21 from three-point
range to the Racers' 8-for-3I.
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NFL PLAYOFFS
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be
rdey's Ganes
New York Giants 24, Houaon 20
Green Bay 27, Minnesota 7
Sunday's Gaines
Dallas 31, Atlanta 27
Pittsburgh 17, Cleveland 10
Detrce 17, BUItaio 14, OT
Turps Bay 17, Indlanacces 3
Cincinnati 29, New England 7
New York Jets 23. Mail 20, OT
Kansa& City V. Los Ansaiss Raiders 21
New Orleans 27. Phoenix 3
Deriver 17, San Diego 14
Philadelphia 24, Washington 22
Saadi 23, Los Awaits Rants 9
Monday's Game
Chicago at San Francisco, S pm

Dotes and Tense TBA
Fuel Round
Saturday, Dec. If et Sunday, Doc 29
New Y011t Jets a Houston
LA Radars at Kansas City
Atlanta st New Orleans
Dallas at CNcago ntDNroiI

TEM
TEiA
TEM
IBA

Second Rou- nd
Saturday, Jan 4 or Sunday, JS. 5
at Buffalo
at DIOVIN
at Washington
at Chicago or Detroit

Conference Championships
Sunday, Jar, 12
AFC Charrponship
NFC Charrbionehp
Super Bowl
Sunday, Jan 26
A-1 Minnespons
AFC charrpon in NFC chary-00r
Pro Bowl
A tday, Feb 2
Sun
Hono6jla
AFC vs NFC

PRO BASKETBALL
Seturday's Ganes
New Vol 106, Utah 97
Warn 112, Boston 101
Cleveland 120, Charlotte Ill
indana 118. New Jersey 109 OT
LA Clippers 100. Minnesota 87
Chcago 117, Atlanta 103
Dallas 109, Sacramento 85
/Alwaukae 110. Philadelphia 97
Washington 117, Denver 102
Seattle 120, Golden State 112
Sunday's Ganes
Houston 99. Orlando 94
Portland 96. Seattle 87
Phoenix 100, LA Lahore 86
Monday's Games
Atlanta at New Jersey. 630 pm
Charions at Phiiadelphia. 630 pm
Orlando at Miami. 630 p
Utah at Cleveiand. 6.30 p.m.
New Vol at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Dallas at Houston. 730 p.m
Sacramento at San Antonio, 710 P m

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
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Racers can't close...

Other than his long-range display and 11-of-14 performance
from the free throw line, it was not
a typical Jones night; other than his
game-high 18 rebounds.
"It seemed like they had three or
four around me the whole night,"
said Jones, who managed to work
free and score consecutive buckets
in the paint to give MSU its largest
lead, 73-64, with 6:07 remaining.
"They were hitting me in the back
everytime they went by. It was a
physical game."
Elbows to Jones' back eventually
drew an intentional foul on the
Aces which led to two free throws
and a possession for the Racers.
Also, it provided a rare display of
sideline showmanship.
Evansville head coach Jim
Crews called an official over to his
bench to discuss the intentional
foul call and Edgar, within the
rules, went over to get in on the
conversation.

"See me for all your family insurance needs."

State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Philadelphia 76ers forward Charles Barkley was arrested at his hotel
room Sunday morning after breaking a man's nose during a fight following a game with the Milwaukee Bucks, police said.
Barkley was released from Milwaukee County jail shortly after 10 a.m.
Sunday on a $500 cash bond, Milwaukee police said.
Barkley, who was arrested for battery, is scheduled for an appearance
Tuesday morning before the district attorney, at which time the charge
will be reviewed, Capt. Joseph Purpero said.
Barkley may send a lawyer to represent him at the meeting, Purpero
said.
Barkley allegedly broke the nose of a 25-year-old Milwaukee man during a fight in a downtown parking lot at about 2:30 a.m., police said. The
man also suffered cuts to his forehead and was treated and released at a
Milwaukee hospital.
Purpero refused to release the victim's name.
Barkley was arrested at his hotel room shortly before 7 a.m., police
said. The 76ers lost to the Milwaukee Bucks 110-97 on Saturday night.
The maximum penalty for battery is nine months in jail and a $10,000
fine, Purpero said.
Barkley, an eight-year pro and a member of the 1992 U.S. Olympic
basketball team, had returned to his home in suburban Philadelphia Sunday afternoon, Hill said.
Barkley was fined $109 by Milwaukee police in April on a charge of
disorderly conduct after he threw cups of Gatorade on Bucks fans at the
Bradley Center during a first-round NBA playoff game.
A month earlier the NBA suspended Barkley for one game and fined
him $10,000 for spitting on fans during a 98-95 overtime loss to the New
Jersey Nets. Although Barkley's target was a heckler sitting in the court
level seats, he spit on an 8-year-old girl sitting behind the man.

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) — Keith LeGree hit a desperation jumper from
26 feet at the buzzer to give No. 25 Louisville a 93-92 victory over Louisiana
State Saturday. LSU's Maurice Williamson missed a pair of free throws with
seven seconds left in the game and LSU leading 92-90 to leave the door
open for Louisville.
LeGree finished with 10 points, and Holden had 11. Everick Sullivan had
23 points, Dwayne Morten and James Brewer had 16, and Troy Smith had
13 for Louisville.
LSU's Shaquille O'Neal had 22 points, 14 rebounds and six blocked shots
before fouling out with 4:42 left in the game.
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UK scraping to cope with cuts
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
$12 million budget cut at the University of Kentucky has faculty and
staff looking to save money any
way they can, including turning off
lights and limiting telephone calls.
Architecture teachers and students have been turning off their
computers at night to help save
hundreds of thousands of dollars in
electric bills.
"Everywhere, its turn off a
light if you're going out. Make
sure your computer is off," said
UK spokesman Ralph Derickson.
"We used to do it now and then,
but now we do it religiously."
James Chapman has been writing
notes on the chalkboard instead of
using handouts for his classical
mythology students.
Surjitsingh Dhooper postponed
the sabbatical he had planned next
semester, saving the College of
Social Work about $10,000.
But students haven't felt the
pinch yet, most officials said.
UK President Charles Wethington has promised that no classes
will be cut and salaries will not be
affected. The $12 million will
come mainly from reduced travel
expenses and a hiring freeze.
"I don't think the cuts are sufficient enough to have a major
impact on the quality of education,'
said Robert Hemenway, chancellor
of the Lexington campus. "They
will just make life more inconvenient for faculty, staff and
students."
School officials said students
probably won't be affected much
until next semester, when many of
the cuts take effect. Or they won't
feel it at all, administrators say,

Mtierray Ledger & Times
Attn: Circulation Dapt.

Murray, Ky. 42071

P.O. Box 1040

(502) 753-1916
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RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

because most cuts do not directly
affect students.
"I really haven't heard any students complain," said Jay Ingle, a
student senator. "Everyone knows
about it, but it hasn't trickled down
to us. Yet."
In October, then-Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson announced that the state
had to slice $155 million from its
budget. Kentucky's eight public
universities took the brunt, cutting
about $32 million. UK inherited
$15 million of that, including $3
million for its community college
system.
Wethington quickly declared a
hiring freeze.
Students may not notice a difference, but it could affect their education, said Robert Guthrie, chairman of the chemistry department.
Two faculty members are retiring from the chemistry department
next year. Those positions won't be
filled, so more assistants and parttime faculty will teach because
they are cheaper.
"The quality of education will
go down," Guthrie said. "For us,
it will stop us from moving for-

ward. If the hiring freeze keeps up,
then we will go backwards."
Meanwhile, each department has
been looking for more ways to save
money.
Dhooper's decision to postpone
his sabbatical saved classes in his
college. Social work had to come
up with $452,000 in cuts.
UK's public relations department
is cutting back on supplies. "PostIt notes," said Derickson, referring
to the little yellow note pads with
adhesive backs. "We used a ton of
those things."
Faxes now are sent without the
cover page. Instead, the PR department bought a rubber stamp that
tells where the fax is from.
Chemistry professors limit their
long-distance calls in order to buy
needed chemicals and supplies.
"We are going to try to keep the
instructional program intact if we
can," said Guthrie, the chairman.
"There's a fair amount of money
spent on chemicals in labs, chalk
and other materials for classes.
We're just going to have to spend
that money."

Man rides bus to phone police
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
man shot in the stomach after
refusing to surrender his wallet to
two men at a bus stop rode a bus a
few blocks to his home where he
called police.
Marion Edward Girton was in
fair condition Sunday at Humana
Hospital-University of Louisville.
Girton, 54, and his wife, Viola
Girton, 55, told police they were

63 PRICES
753-45
BEAT OUR

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T

"Check Us Out."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

standing at a downtown bus stop
about 11:30 p.m. Friday when two
men approached them and
demanded Girton's money.
When Girton said he had none,
one of the men shot Girton in the
stomach and punched him in the
face, breaking his nose.
Girton said he then handed over
his wallet containing $110 and the
thieves fled on foot.
Girton and his wife then caught
the 11:41 bus to their home and
called police. He was taken by
ambulance to the hospital.

Snow chances dim
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentuckians dreaming of a white
Christmas will almost surely be
disappointed, the National Weather
Service says.
The weather outlook for Christmas Day calls for dry conditions
with highs in the mid- to upper 40s
across the state.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
With Gov. Brereton Jones on their
side, supporters of a "bottle" bill
say they may finally gather enough
momentum after 18 years to make
their proposal a state law.
A bill to require a deposit on all
or some beverage containers will
be considered during the General
Assembly's regular session next
year, said Rep. Herbie Deskins, DPikeville.
"I think it's a real possibility
that we might get a bottle bill this
session," said Deskins, chairman
of the House Natural Resources
and Environment Committee.
Environmentalists are delighted
they have the governor on their
side.
"For once, we have a leader
who's willing to stand up" on the
issue, said Joan Perry, president of
the Kentucky Conservation Committee. She said a bill "has a
better-than-even chance" of
passing.
Bottle bills were introduced during every session of the legislature
from 1974 to 1980 and four times
since. Opposition from bottlers,
retailers and container manufacturers helped defeat those efforts.
The most recent bill was introduced earlier this year, as an
amendment to solid-waste legislation considered during a special
legislative session.
Rep. Joe Barrows, D-Versailles,
proposed requiring deposits on all
beverage containers, as well as all
plastic containers. A fight over the
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bill was avoided by a compromise
that established a task force to
study container-deposit legislation.
The task force disbanded without
making a recommendation.
Jones endorsed the idea of a
bottle bill before the Democratic
gubernatorial primary, but it never
emerged as an issue during the
campaign. He reiterated his support
during an interview last week on
Kentucky Educational Television.
The plan Jones outlined would
establish collection centers, rather
than requiring retailers and grocers
to take the empty bottles. Aides to
Jones said a detailed legislative
proposal has not been worked out.
Jones' support "increases the
chances that there will be a legitimate debate" on a bottle bill but
does not ensure its passage, Barrows said. But without Jones'
backing, the legislation would likely stall again, he said.
Barrows said he will decide
whether to reintroduce his bill after
meeting with other bottle-bill
backers.
Sen. Fred Bradley, D-Frankfort,
chairman of the Senate Agriculture
and Natural Resources Committee,
said he wants to see exactly what
Jones has in mind before committing himself to support a bottle bill.
A centralized collection system is
an attractive idea, Bradley said.
Pat Hicks of the Kentucky Grocers Association says his group also
wants to see Jones' plan before taking a position. He acknowledged
that the governor's support will
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Supporters of bottle bill encouraged
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containers.
Kentucky's beverage industry
remains convinced that a bottle bill
is not the way to spur recycling
and get rid of litter, said D. Ray
Gillespie, executive director of
B1RP — the Beverage Industry
Recycling Program. The success of
voluntary recycling programs such
as those sponsored by B1RP make a
bottle bill unnecessary, he said.

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
IJ All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
D All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
Name
Address
City
Zip

State
Phone (

May your holidays
be filled with

OV. BRERETON JONES

love and

have an impact.
The grocers have opposed past
bottle bills. Hicks said they don't
want any bill that would require
them to add to the amount they
charge consumers for products in
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Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

ristions
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C.in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson,Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University.
Additiorially,I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. Ifyou have hesitated visiting a chiropractor,perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
CI Back Pain
LI Neck Pain
0 Stiffness
0 Numbness

0 Headaches
0 Arthritis
0 Bursitis
0 Hip Pain

30-50% OFF 30-50% OFF
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SAVE 40%
1
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FRAGRANCE GIFT SETS

75% OFF
FULL RETAIL ON

ALL GIFTWARE

IF YOU'RE OVER
60,WE'LL TAKE
10% OFF EVERY
WEDNESDAY.*
The Reiable Drugs Senior Savings card entitles everyone 60
years of age or older to receive an inuedik 1 CPA OFF
EVERYTHING* vu buy at Rebble ['tug Stores every
Wednesday.1hat's in addition too,already low prices. And
remember,Senior Citizens save 106/0 EVERYDAY on
prescriptions."
You an save:
.10% Off All IWRE BRAND MERCHANDISE
•10% OFF ALL RELIABLE BRAND MERCHANDISE
•ADDMONAL 10% OFF AIL SALE MERCHANDISE
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SAVE
OFF ON ALL.PREPRICED
BOXED CHRISTMAS CARDS
MAKE PRKE

PRVIKE
6.00
9.00
11.00
13.00

1 49
2 25
2 75
3 25

30-50% OFF
ALL WREATHS,CANDLES &
CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES

All ITEMS PRKED AS MARKED

Holiday Film Developitpa Special

LI Painful Joints
0 Shoulder Pain
Ll Arm/Leg Pain
0 Cold Hands/Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

rs:
1-8
1-8
-5

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine,a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER:Our office policy protects you:'The patient and
any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any
other services,examination or treatment which is performed as
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination or treatment".

759-1116
DT. Dennis L. lieskett
Chiropractor
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

MIND SET
OF
PIITS
BEL-AIR CENTER

MURRAY

753-8304
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Need a Ticket Out of the Doghouse? Try Flowers. Lexington
Which would you be most likely to give someone
if you wanted to make up with that person?
21%
Other
55%
Flowers

13%
Jewelry
11%
Perfume or
Cologne

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Workers had to remap 26
unmarked graves of Irish-Catholic
immigrants that are being moved to
make way for Lexington's new
police mounted patrol stables.
Excavation of the 140-year-old
gravesites was stopped Friday
when planners realized the graves
were not lined up according to a
map of the cemetery. Surveyors
studied the chart and re-staked the
spots to be exhumed.
The graveyard, on East Third
Street near the fire department's
central station, has been neglected
for decades. The tombstones had
been heaped in the back during the
1950s, leaving no clues to where
the bodies were interred.
The unidentified remains will be
taken to the Calvary Cemetery and
buried in a mass grave. A monument there will mark their history
and the first burial at the Third
Street cemetery.
In 1975, churches and the Fraternal Order of Police moved the
remaining tombstones to the back

moving graves

and turned the plots into a neighborhood playground.
But two years ago, the city
signed a lease with the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Lexington for
the 1.5 acre tract.
At first, city officials said there
was no reason to think any remains
were still there. The city banned
burials there in 1875, and most
bodies were moved through the
years to Calvary Cemetery, which
opened in the 1870s across from
Lexington Cemetery on West Main
Street.
Bob Wiseman, the city's public
works commissioner, said the
graves were discovered after the
top foot of soil was removed. The
consistency of the soil looks different at burial sites, he said. Some
bones were found Friday.
Workers also have been piecing
together the tombstones and will
set them in concrete behind the
Third Street property as a
memorial.
Though there are 80 headstones,
the city believes there are only 26

graves remaining
Wiseman said that when the
bodies were moved to Calvary,
families apparently did not take the
markers.
Most date back to the 1850s and
'60s. Their home counties in Ireland are still readable in the white
stone. The city is taking all the
information from the slabs and
passing it on to historians, Wiseman said.
Meanwhile, construction on the
12-stall barn is scheduled to begin
in the spring. Plans call for two
barns, one of which would serve as
an indoor training arena and
paddocks.
The patrol's eight horses are
now boarded at the Kentucky
Horse Park.
Wiseman said the entire project
will cost $180,000. About $25,000
will be spent on relocating the
graves.
"We could have done it cheaper," he said. "But I think it's best
to preserve cemeteries as best as
we can."

Ignatow acquitted of murder, kidnapping
Credit: The Gallup Organization, Inc. for the American Floral Marketing Council

A PARTRIDGE

Ignatow, who was found innoCOVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Melvin Henry Ignatow remains in cent by a Kenton County jury
custody despite being acquitted of .Saturday night, is being held
kidnapping and murdering his because federal officials had filed a
perjury charge against him shortly
fiancee in 1988.
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May all the gifts
of the season
be yours.
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on All New Cars & Trucks

after he was arrested in January
1990.
The officials alleged that Ingatow, 53, of Louisville lied to a federal grand jury when he voluntarily
testified about the disappearance of
his fiancee, Brenda Schaefer, in
October 1989.
Ignatow's lawyer, Charles E.
Ricketts Jr., said he will ask federal
officials to drop the perjury charge.
"Clearly the message of this
jury is he was not lying" when he
said he knew nothing about Schaefer's disappearance, Ricketts said.
The jury deliberated about six
hours and 15 minutes before
announcing it had reached a verdict. Ignatow was found innocent
of murder, kidnapping, sodomy,
sexual abuse, robbery and tampering with physical evidence. A conviction could have carried the death
penalty.
The trial was moved to northern
Kentucky because of pretrial
publicity.
The prosecutor, Jefferson Commonwealth's Attorney Ernest Jasmin, said he was disappointed with
the verdici
"There was sufficient evidence
in my mind's eye to convict him,"
he said. "I guess the only conclusion I can reach is that they didn't
believe my star witness."
Mary Ann Shore-Inlow, a former
girlfriend of Ignatow's and the prosecution's chief witness, testified
that Ignatow killed Schaefer. However, Ricketts claimed during the
trial that Shore-Inlow, not Ignatow,
was responsible for Schaefer's
death.
Jurors said Sunday that they
thought the prosecution had presented no evidence linking Ignatow
to the crime.
Several jurors said they did not
believe Shore-Inlow when she testified that Ignatow killed Schaefer
during a "sex-therapy class" held
on Sept. 24, 1988, at Shore-Inlow's
former home in Louisville. ShoreInlow told the jury that Ignatow
tied Schaefer to a coffee table and
a bed; photographed her nude;
forced her to have sex; and finally
killed her.
Asked what he thought happened
to Schaefer, juror Lowell Jarvis
responded: "We don't know. We
don't know if Mel did it or not.
What we do know is there was no
proof of it."
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Civil War journal notes holiday battles
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KENTUCKY BACKROADS

By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Prase

By Berry Craig

WARSAW, Ky. — George
Marion Sisson. said he didn't fear
battle on Christmas Day because
"we are protecting our friends Kentucky Union Cavalry was in
from the despoiling vengeance of a battle from Christmas, 1863,
almost to New Year's Eve, skirmruthless foe."
But the 23-year-old army captain ishing with the Rebels near Knoxwas thinking of home in faraway ville, Tenn.
Elsewhere — Capt. Sisson didn't
Gallatin County, Ky. He wrote,
"Kind... greetings and merriment know where — Christopher Colawait our friends at home and kind umbus Sisson was at war, but
remembrances and deep felt wishes wearing Confederate gray. Christowill be given for us, which is a pher C. Sisson was George's kid
consolation unparalleled to any- brother.
thing which could present itself to
Gladys Stewart, 76, of Warsaw,
our minds."
the Gallatin County seat, treasures
Sisson fought in the Civil War, her great-grandfather's written
80 years before Bing Crosby sang Civil War reminiscences. On Dec.
"I'll Be Home For Christmas." 24, Sisson's outfit was near StrawThe popular World War II song berry Plains, Tenn., having pushed
promised, "I'll be home for Christ- the Rebels back five miles,
mas, if only in my dreams."
"skirmishing over every inch of
America is at peace this Christ- ground we gained."
mas. Many Kentuckians are enjoyThe blue-clad horsemen awoke
ing the traditional holiday fare: not to Christmas cheer on Dec. 25,
family, good food and fellowship. but to the sound of enemy gunfire.
But George M. Sisson of the 7th "We drove them about a mile,"

Sisson wrote. "Fortune favored us
today. We did not lose any of our
Regt, but the 1st Wisconsin lost
several."
The Kentucky Yankees didn't
celebrate on Christmas night. Sisson and 13 of his men were on
guard duty. It was cold, but campfires warmed body and soul.
The cavalrymen entertained each
other "by relating anecdotes and
hairbreadth escapes and by watching the Rebel campfires, which are
distinguished very plainly," Sisson
wrote.
The Union troops attacked again
on Dec. 26. Again, the southerners
retreated.
Sisson bragged, "We want them
to attack us with their boasted
(Gen. James) Longstreet's Cavalry.
We will show them... that they
have to contend with the Cavalry
of the Army of the Cumberland."

Holiday season or no, the Kentuckians advanced anew on Dec.
27, braving Confederate cannon
fire. "Thus, you see that we give
them a fair open chance for battle
each day," Sisson wrote. Sisson's
regiment attacker! on Dec. 28 and
Dec. 29. When the rebels counterattacked and pushed other Union
troops back, the 7th Kentucky
helped hold the line.
But five days of fighting continuous combat were finally too
much for Sisson's troopers. "I saw
our men drop down with utter
fatigue, unable to proceed another
step," he wrote.
Victory was costly. About 30
men of the 7th Kentucky were
killed; many more were wounded.
Finally there was time for feasting on New Year's Day, but food
was scarce. "For breakfast we
didn't have anything," Sisson
wrote. "For dinner we had parched
corn but we had a change of diet
for supper... We had ground
parched corn which we ground up
in a coffey mill and mixed with
molasses..."

You are invited to
join us for a service of
singing, praying and
remembering...
Wednesday, December 25

7:00 p.m.
Weaks Community Center
7th & Poplar Streets

Bounty offered for nativity scene vandals
LONE OAK, Ky.(AP) — James
Hicks has a $500 Christmas gift for
anyone who fingers the culprit who
spray-painted two sheep posing in
a live Nativity scene on his lawn.
The retired 73-year-old chiropractor — "Doc" to his friends —
saw red when he woke up Thursday and saw someone painted the
animals' fleece bright green.
"It is a sad day when you work
the year-round, building and erecting an elaborate Christmas display

for the joy of others, and then some
half-wit tries to destroy it for
you," Hicks said.
For 20 years, Hicks has displayed the creche and an elaborate light
exhibit for the wonderment of
motorists who pass his small
farmstead in Loan Oak, just south
of Paducah.
Because Hicks belongs to the
Lions Club, the display is also a
collection point for the club's holiday donations to the needy. For

that enterprise, at least, the green
sheep showed a silver lining.
Before the vandalism, about
1,500 cans and $439 were collected
at Hicks' homestead. Friday night,
after the incident was publicized,
cars and donors streamed past his
door, bringing another 1,000 cans
of food and $300 in cash, Hicks
said Saturday.
"Last evening we had more people than we ever had before,"
Hicks said in a call to his home.

-There were thousands of cars. I
guess they wanted to see the sheep
painted green."
McCracken County Sheriff Howard Walker said in the meantime,
that if the vandal is caught, they
would likely be charged with animal cruelty.

New D.E.S.-Rescue Unit phone — 753-9111

Man keeps holiday alive for poor
By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Press Writer

It all started
PIKEVILLE,
15 years ago withIT 12-year-old's
letter.
The girl had seen country musician Marlow Tackett at a Christmas
benefit for her Floyd County
school. She wrote to him, saying
that she and her five siblings
weren't likely to have much of a
Christmas that year, since they
didn't have a father.
"I decided I had to find this
family," Tackett said, "to see if it
was real."
When Tackett finally located the
girl's home on Christmas Eve, he
could hardly believe his eyes.
The family's living room furniture was nothing but some old car
seats, and the children slept on
comforters spread on the floor. The
Christmas tree was decorated with
pictures of toys cut from a Sears
catalog, and Christmas dinner was
a few boiled potatoes and some
cornbread.
"It upset me," he said. "It upset
me terribly."
That night, Tackett went out and
bought the family about a month's
worth of groceries. Then he found
an open department store and
bought "all the toys I thought
those kids could want."
That Christmas gave Tackett a
warm feeling, but it also left him
with a nagging thought. .
"I decided if there was one family like this, there was another family and another family," he said.
Sunday's 15th annual "Christmas
Party for the Needy" was proof of
how right Tackett was.
Cars and trucks lined the median
and both sides of U.S. 23 in front
of Marlow's Country Palace, the
honky tonk dance room Tackett
opened 17 years ago. Inside, at
least 2,000 people — old and
young — sat in chairs and lined the
walls, waiting for the party to
begin.
Folding tables were piled high
with canned goods, oranges, cookies and candy. At the other end of
the checkered dance floor were
mounds of clothing and shoes.
But the biggest spectacle was the
ceiling-high pile of dolls, trucks,
stuffed animals and every other
kind of toy imaginable. Tackett
said 75 percent of the toys were
used, but that didn't matter.
"I think they have more worth
than when they were bought in the
store, really, because of the Christmas blessing," said Tackett.
The gifts were a blessing to
Phyllis Young, 31, who's been
bringing her two children — Chad,
15, and Leann, 11, who has cerebral palsy — to Marlow's for 10
years.
Young said her husband, Harry,
39, was unemployed, and that she
was too busy at home to work. She
said Christmas without Tackett

"wouldn't be very much. He's
great."
Tackett, 46, can relate to Young
and just about every one else in the
room. He was one of 16 children
growing up in the little coal town
of Dorton.
"We knew what hard times
were," said Tackett, a rough looking man with a beard and shoulderlength hair. "And I always said, if
I had success in my business, my
music, I would return it to the poor
•
people."
Tackett and his helpers work all
year preparing for the party. Some
businesses make donations, but
Tackett said most of the help comes from the "common person."
Tackett said his first party drew
1,100 people, and nearly 4,000
showed up last year. The event has
gotten so big that Tackett has contemplated dropping it, but children
like 9-year-old Robbie Page keep
him coming back year after year.

Robbie walked away from the
line dragging a shopping bag
almost as big as he was. The smile
on his face said it all.
"I love it," he said. "This is my
Christmas."

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative. it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

9/(Teiramasoit.
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492.8348
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PURDOMI THURMAN &
McNUTT INSURANCE
407 Maple

"If STATE AUTO
Insurance Companies
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753-4451
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Fern Terrace Lodge
A public thank you to all of you who have donated time, talent or services privately in helping to provide high quality care & many hours of fun & enjoyment for
our residents.
Dr. Harris & Staff
Dr. Binford & Stal
Dr. Charles Clark% Staff
Dr. Hollis Clark & Staff
Dr. Marquardt & Staff
Dr. J.C. Quertermous & Staff
Dr. J.R. Quertermous & Staff
Dr. Miller & Staff
Dr. Naulty & Staff
Dr. Crouch & Staff
Dr. Blalock & Staff
Dr. Tevathan & Staff
Dr. Hughes & Staff
Dr. Christopher & Staff
Dept. of Human Resources
Walter's Pharmacy
CCHD Home Health
MCCH Home Health
Continue Care
M.C.C. Health Dept.
Senior Citizen Director
Purchase Area Dev. Dist.
West Ky. Allie Services
Outreach Ministries
Minonite Youth Group
Ron McNutt
Alan Martin

MCC Mental Health
Conklin Violenes
George Patterson
Teens Who Care
Families & Friends of Residents
Kirksey Woodmen of the World
Amvets (especially Maxine Starks)
Glendale Rd. Church of Christ
Emmanuel Baptist Church
Memorial Baptist Church
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
Poplar Springs Baptist Church
7th Day Adventist
Palestine Methodist Church
New Concord Church of Christ
Coldwater Baptist Church
Trinity Mission Church
First Christian Church
Kirksey Baptist Church
Murray-Calloway Co. Shrine Club
Lion's Club
Eastwood Baptist Church
Bill Phillip, Atty.
University Church of Christ
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Dexter Baptist Church
SHARE Sunday School Class

Wayne Williams
Sam Parker
Boy Scouts
Girl Scouts
The Humane Society of Calloway
County
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Calvary Temple Church
Murray Christian Fellowship
MCCH Ambulance Service and Staff
Church Women United
Sam, Janie, Melody & Laura Jo
Parker
Wee Care
Murray Head Start
Southwest Elementary
Cub Scouts
Calloway Co. Middle School
Calloway Co. High School
Murray High School
MSU
Robertson Elementary School
Faith Apostolic Church
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Dean Ross
Marie Taylor
Faith Apostolic Church

\.,

And to our considerate, caring staff, we're
very proud of each of you.
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NOEL
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al a happyMSVI

and Wrecker Service753-3134

1301 Chestnut

Florence Olive
Linda Prescott
Ella Dunnaway
Ann Higgins
Vesta Scott
Carolyn McClure
Sherry Gann
Debra Byars
Jerry Kalberer C.M.A./Asst.
Glada Dodd Administrator

Prisate &

Marie Glover
Brenda Harper
Sharon Thorn
Tamra Lassiter
Euple Rowland
Chuck Bowerman
Wanda Bogard
Valerie Turnbow
Janie Underwood
Activities/Day Care Coordinator

Helen Williams
George Vernot
Rhonda Brown
Michelle Darnell
Vanetta Kilgore
Janice Duncan
Diane Olive
Adm.

Semi Prhate Rooms

Adult Day Health Carr Program

Assistance is available for qualified residents and clients without regard to
race,sex or national status.
1505 Stadium View Drive

Phone 753-7108
•
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Obit uarie

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.._.__...134
DJIA Previous Close..._.2934.48
+ 1/4
Air
A.T.C. Class A....-. 531/4B 53'/IA
, A T & T.........--.-.—.. 381/4 - fis
Bank of Murray'......200B 240A
Bell South ._._.____._.495/1 unc
381/1 - 3/4
Briggs &
Chrysiter..-.--.__.-.—..101/1 • '/:
anc
Dean
• 1/4
Fisher Price
• 1/3
Ford
• 1/4
General Electric
General Motors...-.—._273/1 - 1/s
•
Goodyear...........__.._._ 46 • 1/4
4.11/.
1
Ingersoll Rand____47/
-423/4 • 1/6
K-Mart.
Ky. Utilities.....-----------27 • 1/4
+ Iis
Kroger.
L G & E..-------47 • 1/4
McDonalds ----.--- 37 • 'is
J.C. Penney.------..491/1 • '/.
Peoples F1rsts•--.13',411 243/4A
Quaker Oats_.___._ 701/4 • 1
Schering-Flough---__ 63 • 1/.
• 1/4
Texaco...—._._._----58 + 1/3
Tine Warner______791/1 • 3i4

John A. Lowry

Mrs. Frankie

John A. Lowry, 78, of 715 River
Rd., Murray, died Sunday at 4:30
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Mrs. Frankie Jean Adams, 66, Paducah.
Rt. 2, Hazel, died Sunday at 2:50
He was a retired pipe fitter for
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. General Motors and attended First
She was a member of Mason's Christian Church.
Chapel United Methodist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Louise Kennerly
Born Dec. 29, 1924, at Sulphur, Lowry, died in 1987.
Okla., she was the daughter of MilBorn March 15, 1914, in Stewart
lo Madison Hawthorne and Mary County, Tenn., he was the son of
Ellen Claunch Hawthorne.
the late Thomas M. Lowry and
Survivors include her husband, Martha Rassman Lowry. He also
William Adams, to whom she was was preceded in death by one sister
married on Sept. 16, 1944; two and two brothers.
daughters, Ms. Susie Adams, Rt. 2,
Survivors include one daughter,
Hazel, and Mrs. Kay Greer and
husband, Tommy, Kirksey; one
son, Billy Frank Adams and wife,
Sherla, Murray; four grandchildren,
Mrs. Edith Irvan, 86, Rt. 1, Box
Eleshia Adams, W. Reese Adams,
Kirksey, died Sunday at 9:05
30,
Patricia Greer and Patrick Greer;
at Marshall County Hospital,
a.m.
one stepgrandson, Brooks Underwood; one sister, Mrs. Fleda Benton.
She was a member of Mt. Olive
Robinson and husband, Loyd, Norof Christ.
Church
ris City, Ill.; one brother, Marion
Preceding her in death were her
Hawthorne and wife, Caggie, Granhusband, Dewey Irvan; one son,
burg, Texas.
Services are today at 2 p.m. in Wilson Irvan two brothers, Vernon
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home Turner and McKinley Turner; half
of Hazel. Henry Hargis and the sister, Mrs. Mertie Ross.
Survivors include one son, CharRev. Lawson Williamson are
Irvan, Kirksey; one sister, Mrs.
les
officiating.
Pallbearers are Billy Adams, Pauline Harrison, Hardin; one
Tommy Greer, William Adams,
Dave Carroll, Dan Farris and Eddie
Huic.
Mrs. Gladys Jaunita Cantrell, 77,
Burial will follow in Murray
Manor, Mayfield, died there
Mills
Memorial Gardens.
Satrurday at 9:45 p.m.
She had retired as a teacher for
NOTICE
the Graves County School System
1E HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT
after 34 years of service. She
received her B.S. degree from MurK&K STUMP REMOVAL
ray State University in 1960.
Mechanically Removed

Jean Adams

Mrs. Annie M. Williams

Mrs. Mary Swanson and husband,
Steven K. Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Jennie Ruth Buckingham and
husband, Doris, Black Mountain,
N.C., and Mrs. Sally Dennis, Erin,
Tenn.; one brother, Woodrow W.
Lowry, Bristol, Tenn.
The funeral is today at 1:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale is
officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Edith Irvan
granddaughter, Tammy Rutherford,
Mayfield; four grandsons, Donald
Irvan and Dwayne Irvan, Mayfield,
David Irvan, Hazel Park, Mich.,
and Edward Irvan, Dexter; six
great-grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Harold Irvan and
Bill Johnson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

ville; one stepson, Elmo Williams,
Warren, Mich.
Also surviving are a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Trixie Jones, Gallatin,
Tenn.; a brother-in-law, Alfred
Williams and wife, Codell, Rt. 3,
Murray; seven grandchildren; six
stepgrandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren; 14 stepgreatgrandchildren; two great-greatgrandchildren; one stepgreat-greatgrandchild.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
a.m. in the chapel of
10:30
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Grace Lassiter, San Diego, Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Calif., and Mrs. Jo Nell Parker and Burial will follow in Outland
husband, Heron, Rt. 3, Murray; two Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
stepdaughters, Ms. Verna Mae
home
after 3:30 p.m. today
Parker, Murray, and Mrs. Ruth
Langford and husband, Jim, Louis- (Monday).

Mrs. Annie M. Williams, 90, Rt.
3, Murray, died Sunday at 9:35
a.m. at Henry County Nursing
Home, Paris, Tenn.
Her husband, Equal Williams,
died Jan. 25, 1980.
Born Nov. 21, 1901, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late David Morgan and Liza
Jane Chadwick Morgan.
She was a member of Sugar
Creed Baptist Church.

Mrs. Gervis Holland Retherford

Mrs. Gervis Holland Retherford,
88, of West Bloomfield, Mich., formerly of Hazel, died Sunday at 9
a.m. at Bortz Health Care, West
Bloomfield. Her death followed an
extended illness.
Her husband, Larry C. Retherford, preceded her in death. A
member of the Church of Christ,
she attended Green Plain Church of
Christ when she resided at Hazel.
Born Sept. 30, 1903, in Faxon
community of Calloway County,
Survivors include one son, Billy she was the daughter of the late
Cantrell, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. William Holland and Alma Hale
Inez Franklin and Mrs. Ozella Holland.
Also preceding her in death were
Robertson, Mayfield; four grandone sister, Gertrude Holland, and
children; one great-grandchild.
two brothers, Herman Holland and
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Brown Funeral Loman Holland.
Survivors include one daughter,
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Michael
Faye Garian and husband,
Mrs.
Farmer and the Rev. David Gossum
Richard,
West Bloomfield; one
are officiating.
son, Max Retherford and wife,
Pallbearers are Chris Cantrell,
Lance Cantrell, Mike Dunevant,
Jefferson Barclay, John Ed Gossum
and Joe Mullins.
Burial will follow in Mayfield
Final rites for Mrs. Nelle Andrus
Memorial Gardens.
Hendon were Saturday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of I.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood and
G.T. Moody officiated. Music was
by Steve Littlefield, soloist, and
son,
one
Murray;
Margaret Buricey,
Mrs.
Allure Knight, organist.
Richard Cope, Albany, Ore.; one
were J.W. Cathey,
Pallbearers
brother, Walter B. Cope, Hardin; Neal
Gordon Moody,
Sellars,
three grandchildren; three great- Codie Caldwell, Stanford Andrus,
grandchildren.
John Neal Purdom and Dale
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in Melugin.
the chapel of Filbeck-Cann Funeral
Entombment was in mausoleum
Home, Benton. John Hicks is at Murray City Cemetery.
officiating.
The family requests that expressBurial will follow in Union Hill ions of
sympathy take the form of
Cemetery.

Mrs. Gladys Jaunita Cantrell

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Adddronal
inlormailon
Avadable
Upon Requeu
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Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp

Our Best losestment Is You.
.1 H•114,4

L lycrk

41444bn
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Or

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

g
144,4,4.e.

etm...41%444.

Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

753-4175
Glendale at Whttnall
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Her husband, William Cantrell,
one son, Larry Cantrell, and one
brother, John Ramsey, preceded
her in death.
She was the daughter of the late
Bob Ramsey and Nell Bullock
Ramsey.

CINDY
BELL Ili

. There is no better time to say

Edgar J. Collins, 79, RL 9, Benton, died Saturday at 1:03 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A sheet metal worker, he was of
United Methodist faith and a member of Briensburg Lodge No. 401
Free and Accepted Masons.
His wife, Mrs. Ruby Dora Collins, one sister, Mrs. Elsie Coble,
and two grandchildren preceded
him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Pearl Collins; three daughters, Mrs.
Dorothy Norwood, Paducah, Mrs.
Margaret Floyd, Depew, DI., and
Mrs. Betty Wyatt, Rt. 9, Benton;
one son, Douglas Eugene Collins,
Hardin; three stepdaughters, Mrs.

'Thank You

The funeral for Dale J. Hopkins
Lorene Lee, Crown Pointe, Ind.,
Mrs. Adaline Vaught, Benton,a nd was Safteday at 3:30 p.m. in the
Mrs. Lois Hatlere, Gary, Ind.; one chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
stepson, Paul Greenwood, Ham- Home. Fr. Larry McBride
mond, Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Estill officiated.
Pallbearers were Joe Keesler,
McKendree, Rt. 10, Benton; 23
grandchildren; 20 great- Larry Ashmore, Joe Hamilton, Bob
Gill, David L. Howell, Bob Daniel,
grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Tuesday at Kenny Lax, Gaylon Rogers, Chris
2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and Naas, Ron Robinson, Jim Rose,
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Bill Jones, Ronnie Edwards and
Rev. Leroy Vaught will officiate. Warren Boughton.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Burial will follow in Maple
Gardens.
Springs Cemetery.
Mr. Hopkins, 49, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday). died Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at his
Masonic rites will be at 7 p.m. home.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Judy
tonight.
Kanner Hopkins; three daughters,

Than this holiday season.

THANK YOU for placing your trust and
confidence with us and allowing us to serve you.,
At the beginning ofthis new year, we want to
renew our promise to you - that we will always •
maintain the highest ethical standards and
conduct ourselves in the most professional
manner.
GOOD LUCK and BEST WISHES during
this holiday season and the upcoming year.

Thank You Keith S. York, Kelvin R. York
and James M. Coleman,

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

donations to American Cancer Society, Kentucky Division, Inc., 1169
Eastern Parkway, Louisville, Ky.
40217.
Mrs. Hendon, 84, of 705 Olive
St., Murray, died Wednesday at
8:30 p.m. at her home.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Joanne van Ameringen, and
two sisters, Mrs. Lucille Thurman,
and Mrs. Hazel Beale and husband,
Max, all of Murray; three grandchildren, Peter van Ameringen and
wife, Espie, Frank van Ameringen
and Melissa van Ameringen; six
great-grandchildren.

Dale J. Hopkins

Edgar J. Collins
To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Services will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home, Murray. Gilbert
Gough will officiate. The song service will be by singers from Green
Plain Church of Christ with Danny
Herndon as leader.
Burial will follow in Green Plain
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 10 a.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Nelle Hendon

Calvin C. Cope
Calvin C. Cope, 71, Hardin, died
Saturday at 7 p.m. at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
A veteran of both World War II
and the Korean Conflict, he had
retired from the United States
Army after 23 years of service. He
was a member of tiardin Church of
Christ.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Cope; one daughter, Mrs.

Elaine, Walled Lake, Mich.; three
grandchildren, Mrs. Wendy Strye
and husband, Rob, John Retherford
and wife, Cheri, and Monty Garin;
six great-grandchildren, Rebecca,
Neil, Erin and Carly Retherford,
and Seana and Chad Strye.
Local survivors include one
niece, Mrs. Myrtlene Towery and
husband, Frank, and one nephew,
Wilton Holland wife, Laura, all of
Murray.

Mrs. Laurie Leipler and husband,
Lewis, Holland, N.Y., Mrs. Sandy
Robbins and husband, Merle,
Franklinville, N.Y., and Mrs. Kim
Fry and husband, William, Murray;
one son, James Dale Hopkins and
wife, Holly, Murray; four grandchildren, Janelle Leipler, Christopher Leipler, Robbie Robbins and
Matthew Fry; his mother, Mrs.
Margaret Hopkins Halstead, Glenwood, N.Y.; two sisters, Mrs.
Debbie Spencer, East Concord,
N.Y., and Mrs. Diane Yocum,
Delevan, N.Y.; three brothers, Dennis Hopkins, Springville, N.Y.,
Duane Hopkins, Huntington,
W.Va., and David Hopkins, Wellsville, N.Y.

William T. Briggs
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Floyd Poore, who finished third in
the democratic gubernatorial primary says he may challenge U.S.
Rep. Jim Bunning in the redrawn
4th Congressional District.
A decision and announcement
should be made by the first week
of January, Poore said.
Poore, a Florence physician who
returned to practicing medicine
after the May primary, said voters
from throughout the new district
have been urging him to make the
race since Wednesday, when the
legislature put the finishing touches
on the state's revised political map.
"It's been very encouraging,"
said Poore. "What we're going to
do is my family, we'll all gather
over the holiday and make a
decision."
Democrats appear to be taking

SI

ØW

renewed interest in a district where
Bunning, R-Southgate, has regularly run up margins of more than
2-to-1 since succeeding former
Congressman Gene Snyder, a
Brownsboro Farms Republican, in
1986.
The reason for the new-found
optimism is the elimination of
about 50,000 votes in eastern Jefferson County that tend to be
Republican. They have been
replaced by counties such as Rowan, Elliott and Boyd, which are
Democratic strongholds.
But Bunning, who has established a conservative voting record
during his tenure, is not fretting
over the redistricting. The old 4th
District had a Democratic majority,
he said, and the changes increased
Democratic registration by about 1
percent.

N
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Mr. Briggs, 76, Rt. 4, Murray,
died Monday at 6 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
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Survivors include five daughters,
Nancy Winslow and Anita Briggs,
New Albany, Ind., Stephanie Walls
Briggs and Mary Alice Weathers,
Chester, Pa., and Roberta Briggs,
Detroit, Mich.; two sons, Melvin
Briggs, Fayetteville, N.C., and
Donald Briggs, Chester, Pa.; three
sisters, Mrs. Goldie Bone, Louisville, and Mrs. Cleverlien Brooks
and Mrs. Christena Ross, Indianapolis, Ind.; several grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Grace M. Humphreys
The funeral for Mrs. Grace M.
Humphreys was Saturday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Brown Funeral
Home, Wingo. The Rev. Vester
Moreland and the Rev. Alfred Taylor officiated.

IN

McCLARD'S SHELL STATION
& WRECKER SERVICE
SI
753-9132
•
•

"

Funeral rites for William T.
Briggs are today at 1 p.m. at Wayman's Chapel A.M.E. Church,
Murray. The Rev. William Pratt is
officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery with arrangements
by Hamock Funeral Home of
Paducah.
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Burial was in Poyners Chapel
Cemetery.
Mrs. Humphreys, 79, Rt. 3,
Mayfield, died Thursday at 7:10
a.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Laura Jean Workman, Rt.
2, Wingo, and Mrs. Linda Hedge,
Dukedom, Tenn.; five sisters, Mrs.
Jessie McClain, Rt. 2, Wingo, Mrs.
Marie Myatt, Mayfield, Mrs. Wanda Hicks, Pilot Oak, Mrs. Ruth
Cude, Wingo, and Mrs. Frances
Laird, Sedalia; three brothers, Boyette Johnson, Rt. 2, Wingo, Wayne
Johnson, Fulton, and William T.
Johnson, Murray; three grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
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Display Ads

360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

280
285
300

310
320
330
340

Sales

40% Discount 2nd Run, 804., Discount 3rd Run.
AU 3 Ads Must Run within 6 Day Period
$I 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

Days
Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

ADVERTISEMENT FOR PROPOSAL
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Board of Education ofthe Calloway County
School District until 1:00 p.m., January 6,
1992 at the Board ofEducation Office, 2110
College Farm Road, Murray,Kentucky,for
the purchase of:
Food and supplies for Food Service
Specifications and bidder qualifications
may be secured from the office of the Food
Service Director. The right to reject any
and all bids, waive informalities and to
accept the lowest and/or best proposal is
reserved by the Board of Education.

Happy
Birthday •
and
•
Merry
Christmas
Holly Nicole'
Brandon
I Love You
Very Much,
Your Dad
R.L.J. •

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Want
To Buy
500-700 gal propane tank
753-7580 after 5pm

The specific violations for this time period are:
August 28, 1991
September 26, 1991
These two samples were not picked up - or
failed to be sent, as of now everything is in the
right order.
Any potential adverse health effects to any
segment of the populations could not be
determined due to failure to comply with
monitoring requirements.
In most cases, monitoring violations do not
require the public to seek alternative water
supplies or take preventive measures. If
alternative water supplies or preventive measures are needed, the public shall be notified
immediately.
The Dexter-Almo Water District will take
the necessary action to reduce or eliminate
monitoring violations. For more information,
contact Orbie Culver SR. at Route 1 Box 56,
Dexter, Ky. 42036.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information caN

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

HELP!
Editor of Tell It Like
It Is Newspaper facing 5 yrs. in Penitentiary and no probation
for driving on dealers
tag. Hearing and sententing Dec. 27. Call
759-1837 or send S to
P.O. Box 1336 Murray, Ky.

$$$s$$$$
S Carolyn's s
ss Corner
s Gifts-Xmas Items $
: • -S
S
s 20% OFF s
$ WITH THIS AD $
12th & Olive c
753-9234

LostAnd Found
LOST Yorkshire Terrier, 5
bs., female. Near Southwest Elementary. Child's
pet. No questions asked.
759-4992.

Help
Wanted
FULL-Time day position
10am-5pm, Monday.
Friday) now available at
Subway. Must be 18 Apply
in person No phone calls
please

753-1713

SUNTAN BOOTH, $2600
firm, small space needed,
commercial or residential.
PERSONAL SAUNA,
$1600 firm, commercial or
residential SPA, $3000
LOW priced washer, dryer firm, 34" deep, seats 5
and refrigerator in good op- adults, additional options
erating condition. Call (502) 753-3488.
753-3018.
ZENITH Computer, IBM
USED and antique furni- Compatible. 40mg hard
ture, glass, tools, quilts drive, 2 disk drives, software. 753-9481 after 5pm
901-642-6290.

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, pistols, shotguns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. Hwy 641, Murray.
753-1342.

Monday Night Dec. 23 & 30
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if. 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'you are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a.m.- 11:30a m.

at 7:00 (Because of the holidays)
(posts

°pea

at SW)

Knights of Columbus Hall

'PING" Golf Clubs, only 9
months old One iron, then
three iron through wedge
Call 753-5904.

1

6.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

40.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

84.00

72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 3g.00

45.00 80.00 ,. 75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

8

20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

90.00 108.00 128.00 144.00 182.00 180.00

25e per word $5.00 minimum tat day
Sr per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
St SO extra fur shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )
$2.00 extra fur blind box ads

Business
Rentals

FIREWOOD for sale, Oak
and Hickory. Cut to order.
474-80.86, daytime.
753-9808 after 5:30pm.

Cell Lewis For An Appointment

759-9885

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more information call:

1900 sq. ft. of storage
space or work shop.
Electricity, gas heat,
restrooms and loading ramp.
Call Allison Photography
7534809

FIREWOOD, green or seasoned 753-5476

Pets
& Supplies
AKC Chow puppies, blacks
$100
and blues
901-642-1689
AKC Miniature Schnauzer
)uppies.$125. 328-87500r
345-2613.

MALE and female organ
cally raised turkeys, to
pets or meat, $20/ea Male
ducks, $10/ea 489-2303

NOW accepting consign
ments for Jan 4, 1992 auc
tion Call Farris Auction
Company, 492-8796/8795.

KOPPERUD REALTY ofers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L.

AKC puppies. Various
breeds. 615-746-5355
AKC registered Rottweiler
puppies, 2 collies.

489-2476.

Apartments
For Rant
1, 2, or 3 BEDROOM furnished apartments near
MSU. 753-6111 days or
753-0606 nights.
1BR, central H/A, W/D
hook-up, appliances and
water furnished. No pets.
References required.
753-3949.

PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661.

1BR, partly furnished, gas
heat, a/c. 409 N 5th
$150/mo. + deposit and references 362-7533

SOUND System Yamaha
mixer, BGW amps, JBL
speakers 753-2981

1 or 2BR apts near downtown Murray. Also 3 to 4br
house. 753-4109
DELUXE duplex; 2br,
2bath, central gas heat, appliances, garage Available
12/1/91 Coleman RE,
753-9898

COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money.
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
the 0x - Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
753-4161
TOP Soil, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds. 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavatino Inc

FURNISHED apts. 1 or 2br.
Also, sleeping rooms. No
pets. Zimmerman Apartments, 1611 Wiswell Rd
753-6609
LIKE new, 2br, energy efficient apartment, central
HiA, W/D hook-up, downtown Available Jan 2,
$350/mo 759-9439
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO

213F1 Brick Appliances, w/d
hook-up NO PETS 1 mile
past Graves Co. line, Hwy
121N $275/mo plus deposit, references required
489-2440
2BR, nice w/appliances
Good neighborhood, garColeman RE
age
753-9898

Hopkinsvillt Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

HUDSON Company. Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
753-6763

Poultry
& Supplies

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Assistant Manager • Manager in Training
The Opportunities Are Endless!

Call 953-4751

1 or 2 BEDROOM mobiles
in Mobile Home Village
Gas or electric heat, central
air, appliances and water
furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

DON'T wait until winter to
get wood. We will cut and/
or split your wood for you
now. Ask for John.
759-9710.

OAK, no bark. $20 pickedup. Murray. 436-5560

Sonic is now looking for a few good people for
positions as follows

Office space and
retail space In excellent locations
in Bel-Air Center.
Available Immediately.

Mobil.
Homer For Rant

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas. Walking distance to college 753-5209

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
Morro
753 0466
PO Box 1033

PROGRAMMER/
ANALYST Mohan International, a leading manufacturer
of science laboratory furniture, located in Northwest
Tennessee, has an opening for
a degreed programmer/
analyst. Requirements include
2 years experience, preferably
on an IBM AS/400. Knowledge of PC support a plus.
Excellent working conditions
and fringe benefit package.
Salary negotiable. Send resume, in confidence, with
complete work and salary history to: Motion International,
P.O. Box 550, Paris, TN
38242. Attention: Personnel.
EOE.

EXTRA clean, 2br, ap- DAISY Grooming Saturpliances furnished, w/d, day, by appointment
new carpet, gas heat, gar- 753-7819
den spot Southwest area
HAVE an obedient, safe
$300/mo $300 deposit No
dog for show or home
indoor pets 435-4294
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
For Rent
Or Lease
PART Chow puppies, 4
wks old 436-2571
38R, 2 bath condo in Murray for sale or lease POMERANIAN and Shihtzu, AKC, heatth guaran753-3293
teed
$200-250
9 0 1 -648-5697,
901-352-2433
FOR LEASE

SMALL, A/C, appliances,
partially furnished. Front
porch and steps $3900
759-9374 after 3pm

AlA FIREWOOD, Sea
soned oak, delivered o
pick-up 492-8254

KY 94 wain to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Maks Road. right on Sq Hai' Road

The Time Has Never Been Better
To Join Our Family
Sonic Is The Fastest Growing Drive In
Restaurant Chain In America

WAREHOUSE to 312/hr.
Will train, several openings.
Also,
part-time.
1-800-521-8543.

ARNOLD Palmer "Axioms
golf clubs, one year old
Three iron through sand
wedge. Call 753-5904.

FIREWOOD. Delivered,
$30. Pick-up, $20
436-5598

NEED dependable babysitter, in town, for 12 month
old. Must have references
Call anytime, 753-4418.

SONIC is looking for day shift employees only. All
positions available. Apply
in person at 217S. 12th.
Murray Ask for Lewis

10"

9"

8"

7"

6"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

FIREWOOD for sale
759-4401

LICENSED hairdresser
needed at Family Hair Station in New Concord.
436-2714

SOUTHERN Health SysAURORA Pizza Magic tems, Home Health
Open all year at 5pm
Agency, Inc is currently
Closed Mon and Tues seeking RN's and LPN's to
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9 , staff a pediatric private duty
1-800-649-3804
case in Paris, TN Excellent
pay including W/E differential
Please call
or
901-644-5709
1-800-628-1659 for more
information EOE.

VCR Service
Iii itid
War(1-Elkins

MILLIONAIRES MIL.
LIONAIRES, PANG BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433 PAIR of crypts inside
chapel at Murray Memorial
after 5pm.
Gardens. Available for immediate sale. 354-8965.

Food and Supplies for Food Service

5"

4"

45.00 50.00

WANTED Alterations to do 5 CAVAUER wall heaters, 3 PIECE light brown bed- 1991 CHAMPION 16x80,
in my home. Experienced $50/all 753-7777
room suite Buffet. Small 3br, 2 bath Very nice, all
alteration lady new to the
refrigerator. End tables. the extrasl 759-9220 after
6F1. Victorian tub, claw Recliner.
area. 753-1379
Braided rug. 6pm or leave message
feet, $200. 489-2303.
Weight bench. Other mis- BANK REPO Like new,
will
mom
sit
with
LOCAL
WOOD storage build- cellaneous. 753-0141.
1988 Mays 14x76,3br,2 bath.
children or elderly Also, 8x10
ing Wired for electricity. KING-Size waterbed, This can be your dream home
houseclean 436-2012
Call after 5 30, 382-2894. bookcase
headboard, 6 for only $500 down,$225/mo.
NEED someone reliable to
drawer pedestal $175 25' Can be seen at RivenaCouns.
get your home sparkling
1-800-232-2651, ask for
CITY of Murray Cemetery. color console TV $125
clean? Call Jane, good relaDonna.
Former Murray residents; 489-2694
ferences. 753-5474.
three beautiful lots in sec- LARGE
floral pattern CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
WILL do house cleaning tion C. Regular price if
Benchcraft couch and Specializing in mobile
Call after 7pm 753-1016 available $650/ea. Will sacchair Good condition,$200 home electric services. 200
rifice all three at $500/ea. OBO
Call 753-0380 after amp. $375. 100 amp $325.
OBO 205-985-4013.
2pm
435-4027
COMPUTER desk. New,
Instruction
NICE 14x65 2br, 2 bath
unfinished. Will finish your
with extras. Very clean, prBE A PARALEGAL Any color 753-8004.
iced reasonable. For inforInstructed, Home Study.
mation, call 354-6705 after
FREE catalog 800-669-2555. CUSTOM built walnut gun
6pm.
cabinet. 753-3688

Sealed proposals will be received by the
Board of Education ofthe Murray Independent School District until 1:00 p.m. January 3, 1992 at the Board of Education
Office,9th & Poplar, Murray,Kentucky for
the purchase of:

The Dexter-Almo Water District hereby gives
notice that during the time period ofJanuary
1, 1991 through September 30, 1991, the
water supply failed to comply with certain
monitoring requirements as required by
401KAR 8:010 through 8:700 inclusive.

3"

Mobile
Homes For Sale

ADVERTISEMENT FOR PROPOSAL

Specifications and ,b141der quabfications
may be secured from the office of the Food
Service Director. The right to reject any
and all bids, waiver informalities and to
accept the lowest and/or best proposal is
reserved by the Board of Education.

2"

1"

TRANSPORTATION

Situation
Wanted

Legal
Notice

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION EXAMPLE
Monitoring Violations

usband,
. Sandy
Merle,
rs. Kim
Murray;
ins and
grandChristoins and
r, Mrs.
GlenMrs.
oncord,
Yocum,
rs, DenN.Y.,
ington,
, Wells-

Classified Ad Rates
(Effective Jan 2. 1991;

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
TV. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

SANTA Claus for rent Call
after 5pm, 437-4373

er Soc., 1169
e, Ky.

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

SERVICES
010
020
025
030
040
050

FARMERS MARKET

; three
Strye
herford
Garian;
ebecca,
ierford,

753-1916

PAGE 17

PRIVATE lnvestigato
D.B.A. Confidential lnvesti
gations. Southside Shop- SMALL 2br house,
ping Center, Suite 0102, $275/mo plus deposit 1:4
miles 641 South 753-6156
Murray, 753-2641

•
Special
Christmas
Close to Murray High School. Neat 4 bedroom,
2'/: bath home on a corner lot. Price just reduced
over $5,000. Now offered in the $80's.

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

711 Main

.-

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factcry Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-KeivInator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelealibritten, Inc.
RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Aditions - Metal Foie Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 1390
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE:
502-437-3026

•••••••••••••
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FALL Special AD lots in
Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of MU r
ray Hard surfaced roads,
city water natural gas cablevision, reasonably restricted. Priced from $4500
to $6500 Nice wooded lots
included 753 5841 or
753-1566
164

1

Homes
For Sate
2-3 BEDROOM home, 2ful
baths Located in Almo
Heights area Approximately 5 miles North of
Murray on 464 27ft swimming pool, 28x30 shop w/
concrete floor and drain
Fenced in backyard, deck
black-top driveway, sitting
on approximately 3 acres
w/33x44 barn 753-6475
daytime, 753-9918 after
5pm

Used
Trude

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN 1.1JRRAY

1988 FORD Custom F 150,
a/c psipb, straight 6 cyl
heavy duty suspension,
5 speed, am/fm radio
never wrecked $4950
753-1323 After 5pm
753-5763

CARS
11Fri Taal 480414,47
111 Toyota Crff--- S10,917
10 Corolla
iiNnelai Ertl GL.S...96297
s14,487
19 Tc/ot,
19 Toyota Corot DI _3737
19 Toyota Cam__ S9,417
19 Toyot Celt ST _110,417
18 Dol? Aries Wgn.......g417
2,7V
17 N'ssan
17 Port Gr. Arn
m87
17
$2,417
17 Ford
____S2,281
Cavalier
16 Chevy
16 Tort Clot LE _34317
16 tea 121__.$2,917
15 Chrysler Arm....$2,917
15 Tolct fart LE_ W87
11417
Toyota Corot
15,917
15 BWW
14 km Noise...1g
ANC EagO
1484 Centay ...41,717
14 Toyota Cala__ S4217
11 Toronat
lassan Sentn
12 T. Cctolla
tireor Tor Ci—.32,981
$1387
Hcot
no
75 ilerctis
Yercury

2BR, 1 bath, newly remodeled Central HA, 1 car
garage, now renting Lynn
Grove, 753 663,3
2BR brick new carpet, upstairs storage, walk-out
basement carport
$39,500 Coleman RE,
753 9898
2BR Cabin for sale in Lake
Shores, KY Good lake
view Also, extra lot Drasti
catty reduced to $12,500
901-584-8882

••1

/Tr

Sf

•••

3BR, 2 bath, living room,
dining room, oak-sabinets,
ceiling tans. beauakilly decorated. 1750 sq ft 24x24
detached garage 3 miles
East of Murray $53,000
753-0954
CABIN overlooking Kentucky Lake. Pine Bluff
Shores 1800 sq ft.. fully
furnished, 24x26 garage,
10x24 storage Mercury
pontoon
50hp
9011137-0261
CHECK This Out Central
gas heat, 3br, VA bath,
basement, much more
$54 500 Bob Perrin, Re/
Max Properties Ltd
753-SOLD

•ti••

REDUCED: Family room
and large master bedroom exit
to deck, •aallt-in closet, 2
baths, all major appliances,
drapes, timberline roof, bnck
with vinyl trim, central 11/A.
1663 Calloway Ave.
753-1152 or 753-3526
559.000.

•

170

Motorcycles
1987 YAMAHA Banshee
Bought new in 90 Original
chains sprockets and tires
Just like new $2200 Call
David, 436-5437

•

460

Auto
Services
ALL auto repair and sandblasting 759-4836 days
436-5322 evenings
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
75.3-5500
490

TRUCKS
Nissan 412 PN
V ktd Brun 11
10 Iff011
19 Itnctith Ci. V11010,487
17 Fad Bronco 11 40...37,417
17 Ford least( LT_ 17,717
Bcdp Pam 1041_$4,117
Tqcoa Egg_ 2,117
Red Etc= ILT —41,17
15 MI PIJ
15 GlIC CCM Yr.---51,411
15 Cluri Sinrtio_ SSW
15 girl Blur 44...3017
Doip 51----2,417
70,I1C

1967 MUSTANG convertbie 289 CU In V-8, pis
local car, $5500. 753-8869
after 5pm
1981 HONDA Prelude
1977 Accord Both for $400
0130 753-5654 after 4pm
1981 MAZDA GLC $1200
753-2967
1984 BUICK LeSabre Limited Excellent condition,
high mileage $2200
753-4506
1986 CAVAUER,2-door, 4
cyl . 4-speed, 64xxx
hail damage, $1650
437-4322

,•,..

•

•••
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1988 CAVALIER 4-door,
automatic, 33,000 miles
1988 Cutlass Supreme,
2 door, V-8, 11,000 miles
753-9872, 759-9921

Services
Offered

I3ACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

Famous Hand

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Mathis Transmission
Service
753-6374

nr.wi Smith
Masonry

Horoscopes

15 yrs. exp. Free

Whirlpool 30. years experience Bobby Hopper
436 5848

Aubrey Hatcher
Boit Catiwet Greg Bradshaw
Torn Thurman
'Chris Bearden Bo, Mor
Chad Cochran. Gen Mgr

1986 PONTIAC 2000 stawagon White/blue intenor 753-6383 after 6pm

tion

PORSCHE Carrera Targa
1986, factory turbo, wide
body, black, like new
$29.000. 753-2274 or
404-565-6388

1986 FORD Ranger LWB
V-6, 5-speed, black, sharp
753-9872, 759-9921
1986 S-10 DURANGO
V-6, 66,000 miles
753-9581 after 5pm
1987 DODGE Ram 150LE.
45,000 miles one owner,
local truck, loaded, swb
753-8869 after 5pm

1990 XLT Ford Ranger,
fully loaded $10,500 or
take over payments
753-0237 or 436-2092

Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
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For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE thing could fall through. Spend the
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: evening with your loved ones.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Heed the warning of someone who
has more experience than you do. Competition only makes you strive
Endorsing something you know little harder for success. The way you beabout will create big problems. Love have now will determine whether
and marriage grow stronger early in you get a special opportunity in the
(Clp Thts Ad From The Paper
1992. A setback is not the end of the future. Keep cash and credit cards in
And Save For A Handy Reference)
world next March.Pick up the pieces a safe place.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Go
quickly and step forward, not back.
Commercial
Spend the extra dollars to get
ahead!
support
of
bulwark
a
is
mate
Your
and
equipment you need.
Poison Control
›.•=-high-quality
the
credit
Give
summer.
the
throughout
Residential
No matter what business you are in,
a
launch
could
due.
You
is
it
where
8
753-758
James C. Gallimore
efficiency pays off. You help your
second career late next fall.
Service
Electric
Hospital
employer and yourself.
ON
County
BORN
CELEBRITIES
Murray-Calloway
Phone
Rt. 8, Box 1075
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE:actresses Ava Gardner
M021759-1535
762-1100
Murray, KY 42071
know what you stand for and
You
John
football's
Chanel,
and Patrice
I
that is what is important. You get real
Matuszak,journalist IF. Stone.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Take satisfaction from something unusual
...
Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad
of last-minute shopping early; that happens today. A loved one will
care
•
•
%
.1
Residential Painting
iswill be jammed later on. confide a delicious secret:-stores
the
Inferior - Exterior
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
against acting too relaxed at
Guard
i , \•
Phone 435-4268
an office party. Enlist the help of 21): Go easy when it comes to socializing. Take children under your
"
4 Bei t7TA. Merwr, KY. 00
family with household chores.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): wing and phone your relatives with
Rensodeding & • ..•ir
C
Family get-togethers can be warm warm greetings. Sit back and enjoy
Specialist
and happy,especially if out-of-town the company of those closest to your
call:
HOOD CONSTRUCTION CO. Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m. relatives are staying with you. Com- heart.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
plete business arrangement.. before
New Construction, Home I mprovementa
Horne inspections
ad
Compromises are necessary if any
your
holiday.
the
shop
for
up
place
closing
To
Ceramic Tile & Hardwood Floor Installation
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): It is measure of peace and quiet is to be
1 unwise
Phone (502)753-7192.
Lynes! Hood
to postpone an important yours. Shower tiny tots with plenty
business or financial transaction.Take oflove and attention. Sing Christmas
care of essential work before leaving carols at a nursing home or hospital.
decks, porches,concrete
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
garages.
Remodeling,
town. Young children have high exSeptic Tanks, Sewers & Hassling
maintenance
them a special Distributing food baskets and toys to
work, chain link fences. Home
Give
today.
pectations
Anytime
Call l'c
needy families gives you a chance to
treat.
true Christmas spirit. Downplay
show
759-4685
A
22):
-July
21
CANCER (June
seemingly mild flirtation could sud- your generosity. Welcome any holidenly blossom into a serious love day visitors.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Play
affair. Choose a partner who shares
your good-humored nature. Do any down any disagreements today and
w Per Weak
sidy
last-minute shopping in your own spend pan of a Christmas bonus on
DISPOSAL SERVICE
your loved ones. A telephone call or
neighborhood.
woks)
IS
(MEM=
Dependable. Guaranteed Service
brings fantastic news! AttendSelf-emletter
22):
.
LEO(July 23-Aug
Thomas/Ms Bretton in Kentucky: 753-7318
Call
ployed people can win new recogni- ing church services with your family
tion for their skills and achievements unites you.
now. An invitation to join in some-

Gentry Painting Co. 1. -A)

753-6952

Used
Trucial
1971 CHEVY half ton pickup 327, straight shift
$1500 436-2642

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683

e
vic
Ser
Dial-A
„-

TOYOTA

1987 MAZDA B2000 Pick1989 PONTIAC Grand Am. up, 5-speed new tires, am/
White winavy interior fm cassette wiequalizer
4-door, power windows, 74xxx miles Never had any
arnifrn cassette, new tires problems $3500 0130
Excellent service record 753-8741
50,000 miles. $6200
1987 S-10 BLAZER 4x4
753-8741.
Tahoe pkg 2 8 liter
1991 CHEVY Beretta, 8500 loaded, V-6 $8300 OBO
miles, V-6, automatic 753-9752
435-4579
1987 TWIN Cab Mazda
BEAR'S Audio, formerly $4300 489-2303
World of Sound Why settle
for less than the best? CD 1988 CHEVY 4-wheel
players are HOT. High drive Clean, 48xxx miles
power tuner and CD in- 153-9400 After 6pm,
dash. $299 95 Shop and 435-4214
compare, 30yrs of sales
and service Repair on all
car stereos Lay-a-way for
Ghnstmes 222 $ 121h,
Murray. 753-1107

°Owed

Contract f3ridge

5.

, • .•
;• •

•

••• •

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from fASU
dorms

Swim
011wed

Semites
Unwed

PLUMBING Repairs We SUREWAY Tree & Stump SHEETROCK finishing,
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
3UTTERING By Sears
work on mobile homes
Insured with full textured ceilings Larry
Sears residential and corn- For all your carpet and up- 24-hour emergency, same- Removal
Itne of equipment including. Chrisman 452-8742.
viercial continuous gutters holstery cleaning call
day service 489-2525.
60tt aerial trucks arid brush
,nstalled for your specifica- 763-5827 Free estimates,
Sears 753-2310 satisfied references DUP- REFINISHING, stripping, chipper To assure a safer WE do wallpapering, paintCall
tions
BLOCK, brick, concrete fun
ONT CERTIFIED for custom woodworking. operation at a lower com- ing, cleaning. etc Experestimate
ishing Basements foot- for tree
petitive cost_ Free esti- ienced and references Ask
Strunmaster
753-8056.
ings garages, drives, HADAWAY Construction
mates without obligation. for Mary 502-753-7941
walks 30yrs experience Home remodeling, paintGALLIMORE Electric_ ROCKY COLSON Home Day or nite, 753-5484.
511
WELDING Portable weld13yrs in Murray area ing, wallpaper, carpentry. licenced for commercial Repair Roofing, siding,
Main- ing service truck bed
753-5476 Charles Barnett floor covering No lob too and residential Free esti- painting, plumbing, con- T C Dinh Repair and
tenance Electrical- Clean- swaps, dumpster repair,
Campers
small 436-2052
mates No lobs too big or crete Free estimates Call
ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main security bars for doors No
CH1M Chlm Chimney
759-1835.
small
too
474-2307.
1969 31ft Airstream
Street 753-6111 office, ?lob too small Call nights or
Sweeps has 10% SalbOt cati - INSULATION Blown In By
$5995 753-4389 or zen disccsanu We sell chim- Sears TVA approved
LITWILLER Building Farm ROGER Hudson rock haul- 753-0606 after 5pm.
leave message, 753-7161
753-5960
ney caps and screens Save on those high heating and residential set-up for ing, gravel, sand, dirt, driveSeamless
Co.
Gutter
THE
Sears
Call
bills
WILL do plumbing, installaand cooling
large protects Our busi- way rock 753-4545,
435-4191.
1975 AIRSTREAM 31tt
aluminum gutters, variety tion and repairs All guaranestimate
tree
for
753-6763.
753
2310
quality
on
is
built
ness
tees
Michelin
bath.
rear
of colors. Licenced, in- teed. 753-4355, 753-1134
CHIMNEYS 'R Us
382-2214.
alloy wheels, awnings all
Licensed Sweeps Specia- KITCHEN CABINET REVCR REPAIR: Wood VCR sured Estimate available
around Road ready
lizing in fireboxes chim- COVERY existing doors & PAINTING interior and ex Service Center, cleaning- 759-4690.
0
753-0114
neys dampers general frames with woodgrain for- tenor Quality work Over servicing $15; most repairs
Free
repair.
machine
SEWING
estiFree
20 years experience Ralph $35, all brands 3rd Street.
1990 XLT LARIET, F-150. home improvements and mica, all colors
Column
Kenneth Barnhill,
Recovery Worley 436-5625
s
Wulff
mates
guaranwork
At
repairs
1-5,
9-12,
Open
Almo,
and
miles,
4,000
Club Cab,
753-2674.
FREE puppies, 753-1861
Mon -Fn; 753-0530_
1987 23ft Terry camper, teed Call Tim at 753-7350 Murray. 436-5560
Exand
PAINTING-Interior
used twice, complete unit, CUNNINGHAM'S Heating LASER Printing Service
hitch and all Ready to go and Cooling Service Com- Call for pricing We also do terior. Free estimates
$20.000 753-4389 or plete installation and ser- copying, Sc a letter size Small repairs Reasonable
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are bright, flexible and highly organized. Fired
with ambition and drive, these Capricoms will make their mark early. They
are determined to climb to the top of the heap. Despite their confident manner.
they do have their shy side. Starting a new school or job is always apt to be
a bit of an ordeal. Their closest friends will be members of their own family.
Forever
(To orders revised and updated copy of karst Lisson's best sell ng book "Yesterday. Today and
postage and handling to
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan= send 5595 plus SI
payable to
Dixon. c/o Andrews and McMeei. P0 Box 419150. Kansas Ciry 1W 64141 Make checks
Andrews and McMeel
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Today is Monday, Dec. 23, the 357th day of 1991. There are eight days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Dec. 23, 1941, American forces on Wake Island
surrendered to the Japanese.
On this date:
In 1783, George Washington resigned as commander-in-chief of the
Army and retired to his home at Mount Vernon, Va.
In 1788, Maryland voted to cede a 10-square-mile area for the seat of
the national government. The area became the District of Columbia.
In 1948, former Japanese premier Hideki Tojo and six other Japanese
war leaders were executed in Tokyo.
In 1967, President Lyndon B. Johnson, on his way home from a visit to
Southeast Asia, held an unprecedented meeting with Pope Paul VI at the
Vatican.
In 1968, 82 crew members of the U.S. intelligence ship Pueblo were
\released by North Korea, 11 months after their capture by the
communists.
In 1975, Richard S. Welch, the Central Intelligence Agency station
1
,V chief in Athens, was shot and killed outside his home.
k ti In 1980, a state funeral was held in Moscow for former Premier Alexei
. Kosygin, who died Dec. 18 at age 76.
In 1987, Lynette "Squeaky" Fromme, serving a life sentence for the
attempted assassination of President Ford in 1975, escaped from the
Alderson Federal Prison for Women in West Virginia. (She was recaptured two days later.)
Ten years ago: President Reagan announced a set of economicasanclions against Poland's military government in response to the imposition
of martial law. Poland's ambassador to Japan, Zdzislaw Rurarz, was
granted political asylum in the United States.
Five years ago: The experimental airplane, Voyager, piloted by Dick
Rutan and Jeana Yeager, neared the end of its non-stop, round-the-world
flight as it flew along Mexico's Pacific Coast toward Edwards Air Force
Base in California.
One year ago: Slovenians voted overwhelmingly in favor of their
republic's secession from Yugoslavia.
Today's Birthdays: Phcitographer Yousuf Warsh is 83. Actor James Gregory is 80. Dancer Jose Greco is 73. Actor Gerald S. O'Loughlin is 70.
Actress Ruth Roman is 67. The emperor of Japan, Akihito, is 58.
Thought for Today: "Christmas is the season when you buy this year's
gifts with next year's money." — Anonymous.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a volunteer end up at our shelter were once
and board member at the Mercer someone's sweet little kitten or
County Humane Society animal puppy.
Enclosed is a column you wrote
shelter in West Virginia.
Approximately 10,000 animals 10 years ago, titled "Doggy in the
pass through our shelter each year, Window." Please give it another go.
SARAH R. GIBSON,
many of which do not find homes.We
PRINCETON, W.VA.
feed and love them, but there aren't
enough good homes for all of them.
DEAR MS.GIBSON:Atthe risk
I feel sure that puppies and kittens are on many children's wish of winding up in the doghouse
lists for Christmas.Pets can be man's (some readers do not like rebest friends and wonderful compan- runs), I'll chance it:
ions, but I wish that people would
DEAR ABBY: My name is Joshua
realize how much care a pet actually
requires. All the cats and dogs that and I am 7 years old. I want a dog,

but my mother says no. I really want
one bad. Abby. I will take any kind.
I promise to take care of it. How can
I get my mother to let me have a dog?
WANTING A DOG
DEAR JOSHUA: Please answer these questions:
I. Who will prepare the dog's
meals?
2. Will someone be home during the day to look after the dog?
3. If the dog is a puppy,
someone will have to exercise it
at least twice a day. Who will do
it?
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NO ONE MS ANY CONEIDENGE
IN THE, ECONOMY THIS HOLIDAY
SEASON, 81061. ITS ALL THEY'VE
TALKED ABOUT THIS YEAR.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I live in Anchorage, Alaska, and would like information on seasonal affective disorder, a
change of mood triggered by light deCornered and sensing danger, Sidney flares his "eye
privation. How does it affect Alasspots."
kans, and what percentage of people
suffer from this disorder?
DEAR READER: Seasonal affective disorder is an emotional affliction marked by cyclic depression occurring during the winter months
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DEAR ABBY:About a month ago.
my husband and I decided to do our
Christmas shopping early. We
bought coats, ski pants, thermal
socks and boots — for homeless
people.
I can't begin to describe the joy it
gave us. Shopping had never been so
much fun. Instead of worrying about
sizes and colors, we simply bought
warm, sturdy clothes. Since we
bought everything at an outlet store,
we managed to get about 100 items,
including 17 winter coats — for a
little more than $1,000.
When we delivered the clothes to
the local shelter, the manager was
overjoyed. Winter weather had arrived the night before, and she had
already given out all the wintercoats.
She had dreaded coming to the
shelter that night, knowing she had
no warm clothes to distribute.
Next year my husband and I will
celebrate Christmas twice. The first
time will be in July! Abby, won't you
please let your readers know that
"Christmas can happpen any day of
the year — the joys of giving are
rewarding beyond belief, and the
need is always there.
OVERJOYED IN
EVANSTON,IL!.
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4. Who will pay for the dog's
license,collar,shots, regular examinations at the vet's, and any
emergency treatment the dog
may need?
5. Who will pay the cost of
spaying or neutering your pet to
prevent the birth of more unwanted puppies in a nation that
already has too many?Every day,
thousands are "put to sleep."
6. Are you willing to obey all
the laws concerning dogs, such
as keeping yours on a leash,and
seeing that it doesn't do its
"business" where it shouldn't?
7. Are you willing to care for
the dog as long as it lives?
Important lessons are learned
from having a pet, but it takes
time, money and a willingness to
accept responsibility to be a dog
owner. Can you handle it?
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ers were Don Curd for Calloway
and Ed Elder for Fancy Farm.
Forty years ago
Elected as officers of Murray
Training School 4-H Club were
Dorothy Carol, Judy Waldrop,
Edna Belle Thurman, Paula Blalock, Patricia Wilson and Dan
Evans.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Brandon, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Smith,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Williams, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.,
Charles Ryan, Dec. 15.
About 150 new Plymouth automobiles "bubbled" to bottom of
Ohio River near Smithland the
morning of Dec. 18 when a barge
broke away in a high wind from
towboat, Winchester, and sank in
about 35 feet of water. They were
from an assembly plant at Evansville, Ind. Each car would sell for
about $2,100.
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